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The Secular Essence of Islam
Yasser Abou-Ouf argues that the notion of an
“Islamic Society” is essentially meaningless
because Islam knows no church: page 10

As
crowds
ecstatically
celebrated the victory of the
revolution in Tahrir Square and in
Egypt’s major cities all through the
night of the 11th of February 2011,
there was little room for anyone to
think about the road ahead. Indeed,
the moment was worth celebrating.
To end Mubarak’s three decade rule,
arguably one of the darkest chapters
of Egyptian history, by way of this
unbelievably classic and amazingly
noble form of a popular uprising,
was simply beyond anyone’s
imagination.
Throughout those historical
two and a half weeks, Egypt’s
revolutionaries showed courage,
resilience and an unyielding
belief in the righteousness of their
cause. This was a generation and
a people so powerfully asking for
a brighter tomorrow that – as the
famous poetic expression goes even destiny had no choice but to
respond. For 18 consecutive days,
the revolutionaries of the ‘Tahrir
Squares’ across Egypt endured the
evils of one of the most ruthless
police states in third world history,
and prevailed. Mubarak and his
oligarchy certainly did not go down

without an ugly fight. Hundreds
of Egypt’s finest young men and
women had to sacrifice their lives
and thousands were wounded while
marching and demonstrating for
nothing more than their natural
rights to freedom and justice.
Many more millions across
society faced the even more
complex arsenal of Mubarak’s
regime. Neighbourhoods and streets
around the country suffered from
a total absence of police forces
intended to spread a sense of fear,
insecurity and intimidation across
the nation. Ordinary Egyptians
organized themselves into vigilantelike groups to protect their homes
and streets from thugs, dangerous
prison inmates and criminals freed
by the regime’s security forces.
The plan was to create social chaos
and release an artificial nostalgia
for ‘stability’ under Mubarak.
As men guarded their homes
through the cold winter nights
of January and February, their
families faced a media tsunami
aimed at delegitimizing ‘those in
Tahrir’, starring famous journalists,
celebrities and even religious
figures. So yes, when Vice-President
and long time Mubarak confidant
Omar Suleiman announced the exCont’d on page 26
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Plugging into the World

Creating a global diaspora for the transition to democracy
Don’t let the West tune
out of this great drama.
Invite countries, brands,
people, to witness,
to participate, make
contributions, to engage
By Dana Eyre and Mark Linder,

O

ne of us is from the world of
marketing - big brands and
their competitive relationship with
users. The other is from the world
of peace-making - conflicted states
and their relationship with citizens.
Between us we see the potential
and the threat. New Egypt is a
promise. Old Egypt has been
partially destroyed, but incumbent
forces could put substantial “drag”
on the progress forward.
Put this another way - the

spirit of freedom has succeeded in
partially disabling the old system,
but the challenges are greater than
any existing system to solve them.
These challenges will require New
Egypt to invent new systems to
address them. That is the journey
you are on.
Our key advice is, involve the
whole world in your journey. Don’t
let the West tune out of this great
drama. Invite countries, brands
(especially), people, to witness, to
participate, make contributions,
to engage. Solicit sponsorship
of your magazine itself! Create
involvement. Because it’s going to
take the pulling power and creative
energies of the world to help New
Egypt become a reality. We have
listed practical steps at the end of
this article.
Remember, man is a smallgroup animal. We can feel for each

other, but we have not developed
sufficient capacity for large-scale
empathy. Large scale empathy
is only possible through the
accumulation of small stories that
win our emotional attention.

And you have a lot of
competition for attention, and not
just in the region. There are three
other global dramas playing out.
Climate change is a source of deep
anxiety. The end of cheap oil is

limiting growth and accentuating
national interest. The world’s
finances are a vulnerability, as we
see states start to go bankrupt.
New Egypt is at the center of the
Cont’d on page 24

Do I Still Believe?

A personal reflection on the revolution
by someone who experienced both the best and the worst it has to offer.
By Engi Haddad
The question was asked sadly… cynically: Am I
still happy to have been part of the Revolution? A few
months back my answer was instantaneous, passionate
and full of conviction. Of course! I count the early
days of the revolution amongst the happiest of my
life: to have had the opportunity to join in the chant
of millions demanding freedom and social justice, to
have been saved from a bullet by an unknown young
man who took it upon himself to act as my protector at

the risk of his own safety, and to have meshed with the
true fabric of my society in Tahrir Square are unique
experiences that I will always cherish. But this is not
just about personal feelings and experiences…
We are living in historic times where Egyptians
from all walks of life have come as one to claim their
country back because they know that it can be better,
they are sure that they can make it better. This in itself
is a major social inflection point, one that ends the
downward spiral that we were living in and enables
Cont’d on page 25
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The Muslim Brotherhood’s Trial of Pluralism
Democracy Will Prove a Greater Challenge to the Muslim Brotherhood than Repression
By Ibrahim El-Houdaiby
The
post-revolutionary
Muslim
Brotherhood is facing unprecedented
challenges. The movement has been excluded
from the legal polity for decades, and has
been subject to cycles of partial toleration
and periodic repression, causing both
organisational and intellectual distortions.
It responded to repression through
constructing a broad and vague intellectual
formula that guaranteed wide social support,
reflecting a decision to compromise ideological
clarity for the sake of organisational existence.
Over the course of history, four different
schools of thought came to coexist within the
Muslim Brotherhood. First is the founder’s
school; a relatively modernist school of
thought that existed on the margins of AlAzhar in the early 20th century and was
championed by Muhammad Abduh. It rejects
the authority of turath (accumulated heritage
of Islamic sciences), and calls for the return
to Quran and Sunnah and practicing ijtihad
(innovation in Islamic jurisprudence) whilst
being only guided by ideas in turath.
Second is the traditionalist school,
championed by Al-Azhar’s long history of
scholarship. It is characterised by heavy
reliance on turath and acceptance of the full
authenticity of the four main Sunni schools of
jurisprudence. The school also promotes the
notion of “balanced identity”, arguing that
each individual belongs to different circles
of affiliation, including mazhab (school of
jurisprudence), tariqa (Sufi order), theological
school, hometown, profession, guild, family
and others. Sophisticated and interlinked
affiliations created societal harmony and
diversity, and led Islamists to seek gradual
customisable reform that responds to societal
diversity and does not provide a blueprint, onesize-fits-all manifesto for (re)Islamisation.
Named after the infamous Sayyid Qutb,
Qutbism, the third school, is characterised
by its highly politicised and revolutionary
interpretation of Quran that divides peoples
into those who belong to/support Islam/
Islamism, and those who oppose it. It relies
on historical incidents from the prophet’s
biography (mainly conflicts between Muslims
and pagans) to construct a framework for
managing the relation between Islamists and
their societal counterparts, and between the
Muslim world and other civilisations. The

school emphasises the necessity of developing
a detached vanguard that focuses on
recruitment and empowering the organisation
while postponing all intellectual questions.
While hardcore Qutbism opens doors for
political violence, Muslim Brotherhood
Qutbis follow a demilitarised version of the
ideology, clearly distancing themselves from
notions of takfir (disbelief) and violence.
The Salafi/Wahabi school made its
way to the Muslim Brotherhood (and to the
broader Egyptian society) in the 1970s. It is a
modernist Islamist ideology that has minimal
respect for turath, and is characterised by a
conservative, rigid, and rather materialist
understanding of Sharia law, low levels of
tolerance and the focus on superficial/external
components of religion.
Salafi and Qutbi acceptance of notions
like democracy and diversity are minimal,
and they believe in a strong, broad central
state that plays a major role in public morality.
With a wide ideological formula, only
four principles keep the Muslim Brotherhood
united as an organisation; namely, a belief
that Islam is an all-encompassing system;
rejecting violence as a means for political
change; accepting democracy; and accepting
political pluralism. It is noteworthy that while
accepted in principle, these notions mean
different things for different members.
Organisationally,
the
Muslim
Brotherhood responded to repression
primarily through centralising decisionmaking and decentralising decision execution
—both designed to sustain unity. The former
component was intended to keep disputes
contained in limited domains, and capitalise
on leadership’s historical legacy to dictate
compromises whenever necessary, while the
latter was intended to overcome possible
consequences of security crackdowns, to
create a sense of belonging and empowerment
amongst members, and to develop members’
executive capabilities.
As the revolution opened wide doors for
the inclusion of the Muslim Brotherhood into
the polity, the group will move from identity
to reform politics. The construction of a
political programme requires moving beyond
areas of organisational consensus to others
of diversity and dispute. With Islam being
understood as a value system and a limited set
of legislation pertaining to the public sphere,
different political programmes could be

drafted from the group’s
ideology, with different
tendencies and political
orientations.
Some
Muslim Brotherhood
members are starting to
realise the inevitability
of political disputes as
a real polity emerges
and serious political
challenges arise.
The Brotherhood
has established the
Freedom and Justice
Party (FJP), a decision
met with skepticism
from intellectuals and
Brotherhood reformers
alike. They argue that
limiting the broad school
of thought to a single
political manifestation
will inevitably fail,
and is harmful for the
religious cause the
group was founded to
serve. Instead, they call
for the group’s retreat
from the political to
civic
domain,
and
allowing the emergence
of various political manifestations instead.
So far, the Muslim Brotherhood leadership
is rejecting these calls. The group’s chief
declared a ban on joining political parties other
than FJP. Rather short sighted, the decision
will fail to silence emerging diversities from
within the group, as diversity is an essential
product of freedom. Different organisational
measures currently employed to discourage
members from leaving the group are failing,
as numerous dissidents are already challenging
the leadership’s decision and joining other
existing parties or establishing their own.
As new political questions emerge, the
numbers will inevitably increase, and it will
be the leadership’s decision to either dismiss
dissidents or accept political diversity. Either
way, the FJP will cease to act as the sole
manifestation of the Muslim Brotherhood,
even if it retains monopoly over organisational
representation.
With a legacy of diverse ideological
orientations and strategic inconsistencies,
the Muslim Brotherhood is currently faced
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by questions more threatening to its very
existence than was oppression. The context
of freedom will undermine dominant
organisational rhetoric calling for unity at the
cost of diversity. As the emergence of various
political manifestations seems inevitable,
the Brotherhood’s leadership will decide
to either allow diversity through a flexible
organisation, or disallow it through a rigid
one, leading to numerous splits. Either way,
continued political inclusion and freedom
will lead to transcending the phenomenon of
political Islamism as it currently exists, and its
re-emergence in more sophisticated and more
diverse forms.
Ibrahim El Houdaiby, a freelance columnist
and researcher, holds a BA in political science
from AUC, where he is currently doing a
masters degree. He has a diploma in Islamic
studies from the High Institute of Islamic
Studies, where he is doing a Masters in Shariah

Lacrimosa
By Mahmoud “Sandmonkey” Salem
Lacrimosa. They say that all revolutions follow the same
cycle: They start in the winter, they heat up in the spring, they
lag in the summer, and then you have the fall of the counterrevolution and the final battle for the future. If that cycle is to
be believed, then again, the Egyptian revolution is ahead of its
schedule, and we are still going through hyper-time. Events are
accelerating ahead of schedule, and fatigue is getting to all of us.
This is very evident in the national mood in Egypt now.
We are all talking to each other, but we are not listening to
one another. This will bite us in the ass, no doubt about it, and yet
no one really cares. The “non-revolutionary” population are sick

and tired of the revolutionaries, who they view as nothing more
than hooligans without a plan, while the average revolutionary
response to “regular” people’s dismay or distrust is that they’ve
always acted this way, ever since February. The “regular” people
are always unhappy, but offer no realistic solutions or never talk
about the real problem objectively, so why bother? And this is
why this revolution is the only revolution in history where the
Revolutionaries had to convince their people, time and time
again, that they are on the same side. And even that has stopped.
Beyond all this lies the truth that this revolution isn’t
a bunch of unemployed, unhappy spoiled kids and poor
people in Tahrir Square; it’s a violent reaction to a problem.
And it’s not just one problem; it’s a set of problems that are

detrimental to our country as a whole and that the majority
chooses to ignore. Corruption has reached unprecedented
levels in Egypt, accompanied with its cousin inefficiency, and
the general consensus was this: every one minded, no one did
anything about it. They simply adapted, and thought only of
today, until the day came when the country moved as one. But
corruption isn’t the problem that the revolution is the reaction
to. The real problem is the relationship between the citizen and
the state, on every level you can imagine: from the concept
of legal justice and how the legal system should function,
to the concept of personal rights, to the concept of services
provided (education, healthcare, etc..) and their quality, all the
Cont’d on page 12
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Priorities, Priorities, Priorities
One year after the January 25th
2011 revolution, there continues
to be much discussion regarding
the multitude of “unmet” demands
and priorities of the revolution.
Calling into question not only the
basic achievements of the transition
but also equally, and if not more
importantly, whether the gains that
have been and will be achieved,
will be sustained and permanent, or
eventually rolled back.
The illusion also exists that
across a fragmented and disparate
set of interest groups, people can
coalesce and agree on the set of
priorities or demands that will
lead to the “achievement” of the
revolution. That is impossible.
In fact, in working under this
illusion, the collective strength of
the revolution is frittered away as
each group focuses on its own set
of priorities – making it simple
to divide groups and demands ultimately leading to no change, and
thereby failure to achieve the goals
of the revolution.
Therefore, we should all first
focus on achieving the one demand
that can garner the widest possible
support among all the groups,
that if realized, will have the most
impact and will be the catalyst that
will ensure, or at least materially
increase, the chances that all other
demands will be achieved.
This priority, this focal point
of our energy and our unified front,
must be to ensure the absolute
independence of the Judiciary
and the Investigative Authority
(Public Prosecutors Office), and
to guarantee that both have the
ability to pursue, render and enforce
judgments,
unconstrained
not
only by influence of the Executive
Branch, but that of any interested
third party.
Why should this be the
absolute priority?
Because
achieving
this
demand
–
ensuring that each complaint,
regardless of the societal status
of the complainant, will be
adjudicated fairly, independently,
expeditiously, and devoid of any
outside influence - will not only
have accomplished the goal of
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securing “equal justice for all”
and consistent adherence to the
“rule of law” (which are the only
bases for building a sustainably
institutionalized
democracy),
but it will establish the solid
foundation upon which the
achievement of all other demands
can be based.
How? Let’s imagine this has
been achieved. Martyrs and torture
victims seeking justice, laborers
being subjugated, election fraud,
willfully biased media, getting
our money back from Mubarak
and his coterie of corrupt minions,
investigating the gas deals with
Israel, investigating the crimes
committed in places like Maspero
and Mohammed Mahmoud - each
case or complaint would be fairly
and independently pursued, and the
courts would render just verdicts
devoid of any political influence.
The basis of all demands will then
have the strength and legitimacy
of being in strict compliance with
the rule of law and justice, thus
making it extremely difficult for any
authority or power in the country
to reject the implementation and
enforcement of those demands.
Clearly we are not advocating
that we become a litigious society
that clogs the judicial system with
frivolous lawsuits. However, if
citizens see that true accountability
and truly impartial justice are the
norm – regardless of the case or
the social status of the litigants inevitably they will begin, over
time, to self-regulate their behavior.
A new culture is created: one of
accountability, of an absence of
impunity, of no one assuming they
are above the law.
Therefore,
only
a
few
contentious cases need to be tried
fairly, and the message will be
broadcast across the nation that
“your rights are, and always will be,
protected.”
If you ensure that people know
that their rights are always protected
– both transgressor and victim
behave very differently. The victim
is confident that the rule of law will
prevail. The transgressor will pause
- and think - “not only will I be

caught and fairly investigated and
tried, but I will be punished.” Once
that pause happens, the revolution
has happened.
The demand for the absolute
independence of the Investigative
Authority and the Judiciary is one
we can all agree on, and one that
ultimately benefits us all. One
way to “measure” this is to take the
following into consideration:
• A transparent and clean media,
but no ongoing assurance of
impartial justice – meaningless;
• A “cleansed” Ministry of
Interior, but no ongoing assurance
of impartial justice - meaningless;
However, if you reverse each
of these and begin with justice,
it provides the guarantee that the
ability and tools to seek out and
“fix” any wrong-doing, or to achieve
equitable redress, are not subject to
the arbitrary whims or discretion
of anybody, regardless of position
or power. The demand to “fix,”
or the demand for redress – in fact
all legitimate demands – become
materially bolstered because they
are based on the legitimacy of
justice and will therefore be very
difficult to resist or to refuse their
enactment.
Even those who may ostensibly
feel threatened by such true justice
will find that such an equitable
system will, in fact, ultimately work
in their favour. Take for example the
Ministry of Interior (MOI). While
the arbitrary and subjective nature
of justice strongly benefitted them
in the past, the pendulum has now
swung completely against them. As
a new government is formed, there
will be an extremely strong urge
and significant pressure to embark
on a brutal witch-hunt against the
MOI (something we should all
stand against). The only way the
MOI can ensure that they are not
the subject of politically motivated
judgments and unfair sentences, is if
the thousands of absolutely decent
and good people at the MOI, who
were not involved in the injustices
committed by the former regime,
support this demand too. It is their
only protection against that same
arbitrary and politically motivated
justice that existed in the past now
being wielded against them. This
same logic applies to the vast
majority of the other institutions of
the state which will inevitably be
the subject of special investigations
and inquiries.
In order for this demand of
impartial justice to be realized, two
components of the justice system
must be reformed and completely
separated from the Executive Branch
of government - the Investigative
Authority (Public Prosecutors
Office) and the Judiciary.
Cont’d on page 13

From the Midan
Welcome

Welcome to the first issue of Midan Masr. The inspiration for the
newspaper was the events that unfolded in Egypt beginning January
25th, 2011. Among the many changes wrought by those events, the
revolution set free the voices of not tens, not thousands, but millions
of Egyptians who, for the first time, felt that they not only had the free
and unfettered right, but also the obligation, to let their voices ring out
and be heard. There was a cacophony of voices, opinions, arguments,
debates, and discussions – often visceral, contradictory, aggressive,
but all for the first time expressed without fear and with passion.
Midan Masr’s mission is to be a focal point for this rich, passionate,
and heated explosion of voices and opinions. Midan Masr will commit
to reflecting the full spectrum of discussion and debate taking place
regarding issues that affect Egypt.
We are a neutral and independent monthly paper that solicits
and publishes opinions from a cross-section of political, religious,
ideological, and philosophical persuasions that reflect the full
spectrum, richness, and complexity of the debate taking place in
Egyptian society.
We strongly encourage and welcome first-time writers, seasoned
writers, bloggers, photographers, cartoonists, and ultimately anyone
who wishes to express his or her opinion on any of the issues affecting
Egypt to submit their contributions in Arabic or English to info@
midanmasr.com. The newspaper is available throughout Egypt.
As you will notice, the paper is entirely bi-lingual. To ensure the
widest possible readership for all articles, we translate all submissions
and print each article in both Arabic and English.
What we publish will offer readers a mix of contributions reflecting
a diverse and often contradictory set of opinions on political, religious,
economic, development, and cultural topics. The articles will often
reflect point and counter-point on issues. Our goal is to help inform
and to encourage both an understanding of and appreciation for the rich
diversity of opinions in Egyptian society. We solicit and publish articles
from authors internationally that can provide insight, perspective, and
lessons learned that may contribute to further informing and enriching
the discussion of current issues taking place in Egypt.
You will find authors and articles you agree with and authors and
articles that you disagree with (sometimes strongly) – however, in all
cases, we hope the articles will be interesting, informative, insightful,
and provide a reflection of the richness, complexity, and diversity of
opinion that makes up the rich tapestry that is Egypt.
You will find topics and positions that will compel you to engage;
we encourage you to do just that! Let us know what you think. Let us
know why you agree. Definitely let us know why you don’t agree. In
short: let us hear your voice.
While our inaugural issue covers a broad range of topics and points
of view – we are acutely aware that there are many points of view
and ideologies that are not reflected in this issue. This is not for lack
of attempting to cover those points of view; rather it is a reflection of
the authors that we have been able to reach. We will actively continue
to broaden the ideological and geographic diversity of contributors –
with a particular focus on Egyptian authors from provinces outside of
Cairo.
Additionally, the editorial board will publish a regular editorial that
reflects the position of Midan Masr on key issues. The editorial and the
contributed content will strive to continually highlight key issues and
concerns that will impact the Egyptian polity, society, and economy
and we hope will contribute to assisting in building a robust, informed,
and on-going national dialogue. Our first editorials are on page 2.
We are adding new features and sections in each subsequent issue
and we welcome your suggestions on ways that we can improve the
quality and breadth of Midan Masr. One feature that we would like to
point out is “Mesh Fahim?” You will notice quite a few stand-alone
cartoons interspersed throughout the paper – each cartoon humorously
raises a specific question or points out an apparent contradiction,
conflict of interest, or something that just doesn’t “sound” right; and
simply asks the question “Mesh Fahim?” We particularly welcome
readers’ suggestions on future Mesh Fahims – the funnier the better!
We have posted the articles to a beta version of our website www.midanmasr.com, and we will be adding new articles to the site
on a weekly basis. We continue to develop the site’s features and
functionality and we intend to launch the full-fledged version of the
site very soon.

Cont’d on page 26
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Will Arabs Be Able to Form Real Democracies?
Before we either pontificate or prejudge, a bit of history and humility are in order
By James Zogby
“Will Arabs be able to form real
democracies?” (or some variation on that
theme) is a question I am frequently asked
these days. After several exchanges with those
who ask this question, I have come to realize
that in most instances, in the backs of their
minds, are a set of assumptions about what
constitutes a “real democracy” and a rather
naïve and ahistorical understanding about
how democracies come into being and then
function and evolve.
Democracies are more than an election,
and it’s not the first election that matters, it’s
the second and each one that follows that
matter more.
I was in Yemen in 1993, having been
invited to speak there on democracy and
elections. The country was about to hold its
first post-unification parliamentary contest
and the air was as thick with politics as the
city’s walls were with posters. As I visited the
headquarters (or qat sessions) of each of the
competing political parties’ and heard their
election strategies for winning this contest
and their plans for the future of the country, I
also listened to their complaints. “The ruling
party keeps tearing down our signs”, or “they
are paying people to vote and telling them for
whom to vote”, and more.
Having been involved in politics and
elections since my childhood, none of this
was new to me, and I told them so. “That
happens in Chicago all the time,” I would
say, or “in Philadelphia, we call that ‘walking
around money’,” or “I know how difficult that
behavior can be, it was done to us last year in
Michigan.”
A State Department official who was
present at one session complained to me
afterwards about these comments. I rejected
the criticism arguing that I could not pretend
that America’s democracy was a flawless
model to be emulated - a sort of “Cindy
Crawford of democracies.” Because holding
ourselves up as perfect is not only false, it sets
the bar too high, beyond the reach of others.

The issue, I would remind each group I
addressed, is not the flaws in this election,
but whether or not processes were being put
in place to impartially adjudicate complaints
and take action to correct problems before the
next election.
This did not occur in Yemen, with the result
that with each election that followed the system
became less, not more, open, undermining
confidence in political processes, in general,
and democracy, in particular. Democracies
aren’t born, they are made over time.
Early in President Clinton’s term in
office, I was invited to the National Archives
to hear the President address how he planned
to “mend, not end” our nation’s Affirmative
Action program. Waiting for the speech to
begin, I was struck by the murals that surround
the ceiling of the building’s main hall. They
portray scenes of the “Founders” who were, of
course, all white men of means (landowners,
merchants, or professionals etc). As I looked
at them, I thought to myself, “Did these men
(many of whom were slave-holders) have any
idea what would become of their fledgling and
imperfect enterprise?”

It is important for us to remember that imperfect. But equally important to recall is
when, in 1788, the vote was taken in Virginia how our democracy has continued to grow and
to ratify the newly drafted Constitution of the expand.
Even now, though, after evidence of wideUnited States, it passed 89 to 79. Those numbers
reflected the limits on the franchise in our new spread problems that called into question the
results of the 2000 and
democracy. Only white
men of wealth were
2004 Presidential contests
The issue ... is not the flaws in
and the Supreme Court
entitled to vote. And we
this election, but whether or
should never forget that
not processes were being put in decision that opened
the doors for unlimited
it took another seven
place to impartially adjudicate amounts of undisclosed
decades before slavery
complaints and take action to
was abolished, as an
corporate funds to play a
correct problems before
role in our elections, it is
institution, and six more
painfully clear that we still
decades before women
the next election.
face real challenges to our
were given the right to
vote, and even longer still before the franchise democracy and a lot of hard work to do here at
was fully extended to African Americans. One home.
could add the discriminatory and burdensome
And so before we either pontificate or
restrictions placed on African Americans even prejudge, a bit of history and humility are in
after they were guaranteed the right to vote, order.
or the shameful genocidal treatment of Native
Americans or the “dirty tricks” that have been Final Thoughts:
used to intimidate and suppress the turnout
Having said all this, two additional
of Hispanic and other minority voters. The observations are in order. The first is that while
point should be clear. Our democracy was not the shape and pace of the new democracies
born perfect. To the contrary, it was extremely that may emerge in Arab countries will vary
depending on customs and conditions, the
test of their vitality and their validity will be
in their ability to self-correct, change, and
expand.
Second, while elections and expanding
political participation are important, it is also
imperative that governments respect basic
human rights and freedoms. They should
provide citizens with the right, individually
and collectively, to redress grievances;
protect them from abuse at the hands of the
state; and create an independent judiciary
that guarantees due process, rule of law and
protects the rights of individuals in their
homes and persons. If new democracies do
this, they will be starting ahead of where we
started our enterprise. The rest will take time
and hard work - though, one can only hope,
not the centuries it took us.
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James Zogby, President, The Arab
American Institute

Egypt Calling: Lessons in Democracy
authoritarian regimes. And yet, if we think of another Square
– not Tahrir, but China’s Tiananmen Square (in 1989) - we
I write this article from a quiet office in an English see that democratic and peaceful protest can be crushed by
university – far removed from the popular protests that authorities that don’t give a damn about their own citizens - an
swept Egypt, with their epicentre on Cairo’s Tahrir Square. event with strong echoes in 2011. In this respect the lessons
And yet there is a connection: my own grandfather – an from Egypt are precious - a popular uprising has sown the
Armenian refugee fleeing the Ottoman Genocide of 1915 seeds of democracy. Now those seeds must be ‘watered’.
– settled in Sudan; and my own father trained in Alexandria The democratic ideal is a long-term undertaking and needs
and then studied medicine at the American
to start with the individual and work
The “strength of free
outwards through local communities to
University of Beirut. It seems incredible that
Grandfather started in Armenia, and that peoples resides in the local build towards an entire nation committed
here I am born an Englishman! It reinforces community. Local institutions to democratic principles and action. As
the idea that we are all connected. And that are to liberty what primary the great French philosopher Alexis de
popular protest for democracy in one place
Tocqueville said in the nineteenth century,
creates waves across the globe: Bahrain, schools are to science; they the “strength of free peoples resides in
put it within the people’s
Egypt, Iran, Libya, Syria, Tunisia, Yemen
the local community. Local institutions
... and surfaces in places like England reach.” Alexis de Tocqueville are to liberty what primary schools are
to science; they put it within the people’s
with protests against Government plans to
increase student payment for a university education.
reach; they teach people to appreciate its peaceful enjoyment
The extraordinary events of the first half of 2011 and accustom them to make use of it. Without local institutions
demonstrate just how powerful speaking out and solidarity a nation may give itself a free government, but it has not got
can be – in overturning the established order and replacing the spirit of liberty.”
By James Derounian

I would humbly suggest that a next step in the democratic
rebirth of Egypt (and other emerging states such as Tunisia) is
to concentrate on the modest, humdrum, everyday renewal of
life in its villages, neighbourhoods and cities. Take a look at the
French model, whereby every little place has a Commune (very
local council) – “Mayors are locally powerful, with ownership
of state property and effective control over planning, the
environment and civic ceremony.” The result is a fierce civic
pride (according to journalist Simon Jenkins). The ideal would
seem to be to combine the popular energy bravely displayed
by ordinary Egyptians in Tahrir Square, and across the country
(participatory democracy), with dynamic local politicians who
are voted in by democratic means to serve the people and
improve the lives of the local population.
I am humbled by the bravery of many Egyptians in the face
of violence and wish you well in the country’s continuing moves
towards full democracy. We in Europe have much to learn from
you about actively defending and promoting democratic action.
James Derounian is a Principal Lecturer in Community
Development & Local Governance, University of
Gloucestershire, U.K.
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Writing Through the Confusion that is Tahrir
Don’t make Tahrir a habit ... Don’t make it lose its value
By Chitra Kalyani
I often find it is not my place to say much
in the current scheme of things in Egypt, but
I find that in the absence of me saying things,
a lot of nonsense goes by without people
noticing.
Rubbish I’ve participated in recently:
“Let’s go to Tahrir.”
“Do you know what’s happening there?
Why are people gathered?”
“No, but let’s go.”
In an interview the other day, Dalia
Danish articulately said, “Tahrir has become
a habit, and soon it will lose its value.” It’s
something everyone knows already, but even
as we do, we are afraid to say it. Tahrir has
become the Jerusalem of democracy, the
Mecca of freedom. It’s where we now go to
derive meaning. It has replaced our failed
loves, our lost jobs, and under that brave open
sky we think we’ve found a vision that will
guide our life from hereon. How shall we say
that it will become meaningless, kitsch even?
Please don’t turn Tahrir into a t-shirt.
It’s time to grow up and go back to the
drawing board, and start the hard task of
thinking and, what is harder, to throw away
your sketches and re-think.
At her talk on psychological effects of the
revolution, Dalia answered some question on
the fear of the future by assuring people that
they had intelligence, and they should rely
on it to make decisions. Yet ironically, Dalia
herself sent me a message saying “You make
me sound so intelligent,” as if she were not.

I too fear saying what I think, because
there are other people who speak much
louder and with much more confidence, even
if they say things that make no sense to me
at all.
When in Tahrir, Bibi-Aisha and Birte
observed that some stalls were even selling
knives. Seeing the politically charged
atmosphere, it didn’t seem like a wise idea
to us, but no one was taking an opinion
poll on this, and no one seemed to care.
It doesn’t make the charts on Twitter,
or breaking news like deaths and army
brutality. The effects of danger come
through, but its potential in Tahrir never
remarked.
At times, being at Tahrir seems like
fighting for a right you’ve already won. You
are free to assemble, free to discuss, free to
share opinion, free to publish, and yes, free
to sit and squat on Tahrir for hours on end.
It is not just ‘the army’ fighting against
‘the people’ and divisions are not sown by
‘the army’ within ‘the people.’ Here is the
evident which already divides those in and
out of Tahrir:
This huge bottleneck in the streets and
lives of Cairo is bothersome.
People are painting Egyptian flags on
their babies’ faces, in the same place where
at night people will be firing guns on youth.
Your guy friend is standing behind
your girl friend, so she’s not groped –
even though, post-revolution you expect
everyone to become a saint and keep their
hands off women at protests.

Photo by Ahmed Mohamed Mahfouz

You don’t carry valuables in to Tahrir,
even the ones that you would before
revolution, because it’s a playground for
pickpockets.
The problems are not in authorities
alone. The problem is in the process of
communication. If I’m unhappy, I’ll go
squat in Tahrir, and all are free to join –
pickpockets, harrassers, hawkers, and newstourists. But, it will take years and years to
form the democracy you want, and even then
you will not have it, because it is not a oneperson vision.
The basics of what I’ve learned is that
freedom comes with responsibility. And as
we act as we do, not only are we hijacking

Tahrir of its current uses and purposes, we
are also hijacking the meaning it gave to our
recent past.
I would advocate the sitting down and
talking, and even better, the listening. And if
you must, because you do not feel heard and
respected, then yes, take to the streets, but
don’t take to Tahrir. Don’t take from Tahrir
what it already has achieved. Don’t make
Tahrir a habit, as Dalia said, Don’t make it
lose its value.
Chitra Kalyani is a freelance journalist.
Her work can be found in Daily News Egypt
and in her blog chitrakalyani.wordpress.com

What Kind of Democracy?
Mature institutions of civil society provide checks and balances, allow for reflection and deliberation in the
public sphere and facilitate the emergence of a culture founded on virtue not greed, service not selfishness.
By Bishop Dr. John Inge
It’s a matter for celebration that democracy
has gradually found favour with more and more
people all over the world: genuine democracy,
not the sham that has passed for democracy
in some countries for so long. It has been
moving to see the sacrifices that the people of
Egypt and elsewhere in the Middle East have
been prepared to make in their struggle for
democracy and freedom. I’m afraid to say that
we tend, in the United Kingdom, to take these
precious things for granted.
The people of Egypt have been and remain
greatly in my thoughts and prayers as they enter
an exciting new free phase of their history. It
will, no doubt, take some considerable time for
it to be finally decided what sort of democracy
is best for the country. In the United Kingdom,
the world’s oldest parliamentary democracy,
we are still arguing about it. Earlier this year
we had a referendum about whether we should
stick with the ‘first past the post’ system we have
always used or move to ‘alternative voting’.
Interestingly, about 69% of those who voted
cast their vote in favour of retaining the present
system – one which is often criticized for being
undemocratic in that, during my lifetime, it has
almost never produced a Government which
has had the support of the majority of those
who voted in an election. That’s because if
there are three or more candidates standing,

the first past the post system dictates that the to ancient times: ‘To simplify a little, the
person who received the most votes is elected, Athenians favoured pure democracy (“peoeven if he or she has received a minority of the ple rule”, though in fact oligarchs often had
votes cast. So, for example, if 100 votes are cast the last word); the Romans chose a republic,
and Candidate 1 receives 35 votes, Candidate 2 as a “public thing” where representatives
receives 33 votes and Candidate 3 receives 32 could make trade-offs for the common good
votes, Candidate 1 is elected even though 65 and were accountable for the sum of their
votes were cast against him or her and only 35 achievements.’
for. A strange kind of democracy, you might
Whatever their arguments with the United
be forgiven for thinking, but apparently what Kingdom, the cradle of Parliamentary Democpeople here like.
racy, America’s Founding Fathers went with its
More interesting than the result of the ref- model of representative democracy. What sort
erendum, or what it was
should Egypt choose?
about, though, is the fact
Impatience with politithat we have referenda so
cians of all sorts throughAs Churchill famously
rarely: this was the first
out the world, and techremarked, “Democracy is the
in a generation. That’s
nology making it easier to
worst form of government,
because, rather than behold referendums, might
except for all those other
ing a ‘direct democracy’
be thought to argue in
forms that have been tried
like Switzerland, which
favour of moving more
from time to time.”
favours such referenda,
power to the people.
ours is a ‘representative
However, the experience
democracy’ in which
of California might sugThe crucial thing about
we elect representagest caution: the State is
democracy, though, as
tives every five years
bankrupt because, in its
Egyptians know from bitter
and then expect them to
direct democracy modexperience, is not how
make decisions on our
eled on Switzerland,
governments are elected or
behalf. As The Econoevery referendum promist pointed out, the deposing difficult economic
how decisions are made but
bate about the merits of
measure fails and chaos
the fact that you can get rid
representative and direct
results. It is effectively
of a government.
democracy goes back
ungovernable.

Our system, on the other hand, places
a great deal of power with the elected
government and can lead to what is sometimes
criticised as an ‘elected dictatorship’ which
has generally been elected by a minority of
the people. Proportional representation solves
that latter problem but can produce coalition
governments which are bland and unstable.
The trouble is that democracy, however
it is practiced, is a very inadequate form
of government. As Churchill famously
remarked, “Democracy is the worst form of
government, except for all those other forms
that have been tried from time to time.” The
crucial thing about democracy, though, as
Egyptians know from bitter experience, is
not how governments are elected or how
decisions are made but the fact that you can
get rid of a government.
That and one other thing are crucial to the
functioning of a truly civilized democratic
society: mature institutions of civil society
which provide checks and balances, allow
for reflection and deliberation in the public
sphere and facilitate the emergence of a
culture founded on virtue not greed, service
not selfishness. My advice to the people of
Egypt, for what it is worth, is to spend time
and energy on developing such institutions
rather than worrying too much about exactly
what sort of democracy to embrace.
The Rt Revd Dr John Inge, Bishop of
Worcester, England.
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Under Western Lies

Hussein Ibish argues that the popular uprisings in Arab nations should bury
some long-standing Orientalist myths.
With the recent wave of
popular uprisings in the Middle
East, Western observers have
had the chance to face up to an
important realization: that the
oldest of clichés about Middle
Eastern politics, “the Arab street,”
is both a pernicious myth and
a dynamic reality. For decades,
Orientalist stereotypes about
Arab culture and attitudes imbued
this so-called street - a crude
and monolithic metaphor for
Arab public opinion and popular
political sentiment - with almost
uniformly negative connotations,
which would then segue into dire
warnings about the consequences
of its eruption. Now the uprisings
in Tunisia and Egypt and antigovernment protests in many other
Arab states have demonstrated that
the Arab street most certainly does
exist - but it bears no resemblance
to the bogeyman so long cultivated
in the Western imagination.
Western commentators
supplemented their handwringing about the Arab street
with anxiety about “our Arab
allies,” generally autocrats whose
rule was considered vital to
American interests in the region:
the maximization of US power
and influence, the control and
pricing of energy, Israeli security,
and regional stability. It’s true, of
course, that the future complexion
of the Arab political landscape
remains uncertain, but the character
of the rebellions has already been
the strongest possible refutation
of this traditional calculus and the
mythology that misinformed it.
From the moment the Western
imagination conjured the Arab
street into being, it was populated
by mobs of enraged, irrational,

violent, and anti-Western religious
fanatics, all bent on mayhem.
This mythology has deep roots
in Western misconceptions about
the Arab world, as Edward Said
famously demonstrated in his
seminal 1978 study, Orientalism.
Drawing on Michel Foucault’s
investigation of the nexus between
knowledge and power, Said
argued that there exists an intimate
connection between the presumed
authority to define a subject and
the assumed authority to rule that
subject. Said explained that a key
“dogma” of Orientalist thought
“is that the Orient is at bottom
something either to be feared
... or to be controlled.” Under
a carefully tended network of
colonial oil fiefdoms and client
states, Western strategists have
essentially outsourced the task of
control to autocratic but US-allied
Arab governments. And in turn,
these pro-Western autocrats have
exploited the mythology of the
Arab street to their own ends;
the specter of a dangerous mass
population barely held at bay
helped them to cultivate their own
claims to political legitimacy,
while underwriting a decadent
atmosphere of “Après moi, le
déluge.”
Beyond the fairly recent myths
of “realist” foreign policy, the
Western image of the dangerous
Arab masses actually harks back
to the Middle Ages - in particular,
the era’s religious and political
competition between Christendom
(the precursor to modern Europe)
and Dâr al-Islam (from which the
Arab world derives its identity),
as Norman Daniel showed in his
pioneering 1960 book, Islam and
the West: The Making of an Image.

Daniel’s thesis was more recently
taken up by John Tolan in the
2002 study Saracens: Islam in the
Medieval European Imagination,
which traced the centuries-old
religious origins of an incorrigible
“sentiment of Western superiority
over Muslims and over Arabs.”
Such traditional attitudes have
routinely received new glosses in
the Orientalist literature on what
is purported to be a closed and
rigidly change-averse “Arab mind.”
This body of work usually bears
the appearance of dispassionate
cultural inquiry - but its authors
are expressing essentially medieval
anxieties about the mortal threat
that Arab or Muslim power
presents to the West. The Israeli
right, in particular, has been
adept at stoking such Western
fears - most notoriously in the
outrageous caricatures that Raphael
Patai advanced in his 1973 study,
The Arab Mind. This absurd and
insulting book has been
continuously reprinted
and, more disturbing
still, has been used
for “cultural training”
by the US military,
most disastrously in
connection with the war
in Iraq. David PryceJones’s influential 1989
tract The Closed Circle:
An Interpretation of
the Arabs, meanwhile,
reproduced much of
Patai’s patronizing
hostility; Pryce-Jones
pathologized all Arab
culture indiscriminately,
suggesting that it
dooms its unfortunate
adherents to suffer
self-inflicted oppression

and exploitation. Similarly, Lee
Smith’s dreadful 2010 misreading
of Arab politics, The Strong
Horse: Power, Politics, and the
Clash of Arab Civilizations,
unapologetically asserted that in
Arab culture, might makes right,
and that since “violence is central
to the politics, society and culture”
of the Arabs, not only will brutality
always prevail but “Bin Ladenism
... represents the political and social
norm.”
Irshad Manji’s militantly
ignorant screed The Trouble with
Islam Today: A Muslim’s Call
for Reform in Her Faith (2004)
actually argued that Arabs played
virtually no role in the golden age
of Islamic civilization - a position
akin to asserting that the peoples
of Italy played no role in Roman
culture. New York Times columnist
Nicholas Kristof picked up on her
obsession with sand, contending
that there is a distinction between
the Middle East’s “desert Islam,”
which he says is a problem, and
Southeast Asia’s “riverine or coastal
Islam,” which supposedly is not.
This line of thinking grows out of
a misguided tendency to rescue
Islam from the Arabs, when in fact
Islam sprang from Arab culture, an
Arab “prophet,” and a “holy book”
in Arabic. Islam itself, these people
argue, is not the problem—it’s the
Arab progenitors of the faith and
their sandy, impoverished, nasty
culture.
The uprisings in Egypt and
Tunisia should put paid to such
rubbish once and for all. Any
serious, honest appraisal of what
is spreading throughout the
Arab world refutes every aspect
of this pernicious mythology.
Certainly, the size, scope, and
bravery of the demonstrations for
democracy, good governance, and
accountability mean that no one can
continue flogging the Orientalist
shibboleth that Arabs are inherently
resistant to change—at least not
with a straight face. Likewise, the
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idea that Arab political culture
is inherently violent has been
most eloquently debunked by the
extraordinarily self-disciplined
nonviolence of the protesters in
Egypt and Tunisia—in spite of
extreme provocation and abuses
by the police and government-paid
hooligans.
The allied Orientalist idea that
Arabs are culturally lacking social
consciousness cannot survive the
spontaneous creation of an ad hoc
social order under the most difficult
circumstances in Cairo’s Tahrir
Square and elsewhere in Egypt and
Tunisia. Demonstrators banded
together to protect one another—
especially Muslims and Christians
at prayer. They also joined forces
to defend institutions such as
the National Museum, create
neighborhood-watch committees
to prevent looting and banditry,
provide medical care, and so
forth. After the ouster of President
Hosni Mubarak and a night of
delirious celebrations, the Egyptian
protesters even returned to the
square and cleaned it up, handing
it over to the country’s provisional
new military authorities in almost
pristine condition.
Consider, by contrast, how
events in Egypt might have
unfolded had the Western
stereotype of the Arab street
possessed any real explanatory
power: The demonstrations in
Cairo would have been violent and
chaotic - and driven by religious
fanaticism. But Islamism and
religious identity played almost no
role in the Egyptian and Tunisian
uprisings; indeed, these supposed
prime movers of Arab culture and
politics haven’t been particularly
evident in the region’s other mass
protests, with the exception of
Jordan. It wasn’t Islamism that
brought millions of Arabs out
into the streets to demand change.
Rather, these protests were the
product - and, just as important,
the expression - of national
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consciousness, uniting Christians
and Muslims, the devout and the
skeptical, and a range of urban
social classes, from the upper
middle class to the working poor.
Islamists may be hoping to
gain from new political openness
and elections, but their rhetoric
and symbolism have been almost
absent from the Arab uprisings.
Orientalist stereotypes have long
discounted the importance of
national identity and sentiment
- and social consciousness more
generally - in the Arab world. But
the recent secular and ecumenical
agitations for political reforms
have shown the true, unsuspected
reach of nationalist movements
in the region - and their ability to
motivate millions of ordinary Arabs
across the urban social spectrum to
risk all for change.
Nor have the demonstrations
been anti-Western, even though
most of the governments being
challenged are US client states.
Indeed, in a subordinate irony no
Orientalist text could ever account
for, anti-American, anti-Western,
and anti-Semitic sentiments
have been almost entirely the
provenance of beleaguered
pro-Western governments. The
Mubarak regime blamed “foreign
elements” for the Egyptian unrest,
implying that Iranian, Israeli, and
American forces were secretly
at work, and Yemeni president
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Ali Abdullah Saleh has accused
Israel and the United States of
orchestrating the demonstrations in
his country. The uprisings were not
driven by, but did utilize, Western
social media and ideals about
democracy, and the protestors did
issue many appeals for Western
action and support, as well as some
expressions of disappointment.
Thus far, these Arab revolutionary
movements have been for
themselves and not against anyone,
other than the autocrats in their
own countries.
However, Arab protestors do
share one central grievance that
should be of urgent concern to
Western policy makers: resistance
to the Israeli occupation of
Palestine that began in 1967.
Some Western commentators
seem determined to juxtapose the
movement for self-determination
within autocratic Arab states with
the struggle against the occupation
- and to argue, nonsensically,
that because Arabs are willing to
demand their own freedom, this
somehow means they don’t care
about the Palestinian cause. Israeli
right-wingers and their American
neoconservative allies have been
flailing away vigorously at this
straw man - but either they’re
being deliberately deceptive or
they’re not paying attention to
what the protesters and Arab
public opinion are saying about

Israel and the Palestinians. There
is no question that the Israeli
occupation is still the prism of pain
through which most Arabs view
international relations - and that
they are passionate about the cause
of Palestinian freedom. The rash
of Palestinian denialism on the
right also doesn’t logically square
with concomitant anxieties about
the future of Israel’s peace treaty
with Egypt. There is no indication
of any plausible future Egyptian
government abrogating the treaty but as the frequent alarums of hardline Likud leaders demonstrate,
the Israeli right knows very well
that even though the Arab peoples
are proving they’re willing to fight
for their own freedom with great
bravery, that doesn’t mean they
withhold support from the cause of
Palestinian independence and the
campaign to end the occupation.
Old myths die hard, when they
die at all, but important correctives
were on offer to American readers
even before the wave of Arab
protests ignited. Indeed, one
such reappraisal came from an
impeccably neoconservative source,
Joshua Muravchik in the 2009
book The Next Founders: Voices
of Democracy in the Middle East,
a revealing set of profiles of nextwave and reformist Arab leaders.
Not all of the subjects featured
in Muravchik’s case studies are
necessarily the cream of the crop,

but The Next Founders raised the
critical point that beyond the myths
and before the uprisings, serious
liberal reform was afoot in Arab
political thought and life.
Probably the most significant
work explaining how Arab
reformers were gaining
momentum (and helping to set the
stage for the current uprisings)
was Marwan Muasher’s 2008
The Arab Center: The Promise of
Moderation. Muasher, a former
foreign minister and deputy prime
minister of Jordan, deftly laid out
the essential conundrum facing
Arab reformers, one that may
bedevil the process of change into
the future. He rightly observed
that Arab societies require two
essential principles: peace, in
terms of resolving both internal
disputes and regional struggles
such as the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict; and reform, based on
inclusivity, accountability, and
the rights of citizens, women, and
minorities. As Muasher noted,
the problem is that governments
and elites committed to peace are
typically afraid of reform - while
opposition groups in favor of
reform are often opposed to peace.
Whether the current uprisings can
unite these two principles remains
to be seen, but Muasher invaluably
aided that intellectual reckoning
by laying out its fundamental
terms.

The uprisings should portend
an Arab social and political
renaissance, and the popular spirit
for such a rebirth is plainly evident.
But there are still plenty of hazards
ahead for Arab reform, including
threats of military dictatorships,
fragmented or failed states, and the
emergence of tyrannical majorities
in unrestrained parliamentary
democracies. There is nothing to
be gained by rushing to replace
dystopian and alarmist myths
about the menacing Arab street
with utopian and triumphalist
celebrations of it. But surely
serious observers in the West can
find the time to let the image of
a secular, reform-minded - and,
above all, peaceful - Arab street
sink in. Once the old myth of the
Arab street, with all its stereotyped
connotations, is retired, we
can look ahead to a time when
mainstream thinkers in the West no
longer get rewarded for casually
pathologizing, demonizing,
dismissing, and denigrating
Arabs and their culture. After all,
meaningful reform takes time as the new generation of Arab
reformers, the ordinary citizens
themselves, can well attest.
Hussein Ibish is a Senior
Research Fellow at the American
Task Force on Palestine and blogs
at ibishblog.com
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Building a Free Press in Egypt
from the Ground Up
In the Press Freedom Index 2010, compiled by Reporters
without Borders, Egypt came 127th out of 178 countries below the Cote d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe.

By Martin Moore
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Eight Months - A Lifetime
By Kwasi Kwarteng
It’s always fascinating going to
Egypt, which I have visited many
times since my first trip in 1998.
The last trip I undertook at
the end of March was easily the
most interesting. Last year I was
elected as a Member of the British
Parliament for Spelthorne in Surrey,
so it was interesting to visit Egypt
as a newly elected politician myself
during a period of political transition
in the country.
I was part of a very small
delegation, but this was probably
an advantage as we got to see many
people on the ground in Cairo student activists, politicians of the
Mubarak regime, business leaders
and opinion formers.
The revolution of 25th January,
propelled by young activists using
the internet, is without a parallel in
the history of the modern world.
Nothing should make us forget
this. The ensuing period of political
uncertainty will be a difficult one for
Egypt. Although people have guessed
about what will happen in the future,
nobody can speak with any certainty
about what that future holds. The
referendum itself on constitutional
change was another remarkable
milestone in the Arab world.
What then were my thoughts
about the general situation as I
sat on the plane on the way back
to London? I thought that the
level of political engagement was
encouraging: as I have observed,
millions voted in the referendum.
Yet I was surprised at the lack
of focus and organisation which
most of the parties showed. It is
true that the Muslim Brotherhood
were organised and had a sense
of direction, yet the other parties
seemed to be in a state of disarray.

Parties are in the process of being
set up, but in many cases we don’t
even know their names. Any idea of
a broad philosophy, to which a party
may subscribe, is largely absent. A
Parliamentary colleague of mine
was heard to ask, “Which are the
centre right parties in Egypt?” You
only need to spend a day speaking
to politicians and activists in
Egypt’s capital to see how absurdly
premature this question is.
After 30 years of one-man rule
it is perhaps hardly surprising that
political parties in Egypt should be
in such a rudimentary state. When
one person exercises absolute
power for such a long time, it is
understandably difficult for a plural
society to emerge quickly.
Despite this I was surprised
at the basic level of political
discussion. People are not really
talking about policies and their
strategic vision for the country.
Discussion tends to revolve around
personalities, around rumours of
splits and factions, rather than actual
policies relating to the economy,
to public services, and to Egypt’s
position in the world.
As I have said, all this perhaps
was to be expected. But it is the
duty of all those Egyptians who
wish democracy to grow and thrive
in their country to engage fully with
party politics, to form parties, to
adopt ideological platforms and to
engage in public debate with their
fellow citizens.
For what it’s worth, my opinion
is that Egypt’s economic situation is
the most pressing problem affecting
the country. There is a real danger
that a significant downturn in the
Egyptian economy will radicalise
the mass of the population who
would then be spurred by hunger
and the frustration of their hopes of

what the revolution would bring. As
a British politician, and a friend of
Egypt, I think the West should do all
it can to provide financial assistance
to Egypt in this uncertain time. I
have even tabled written questions
relating to these issues for our
Foreign Secretary, William Hague,
to address.
If the economic situation is
stable, there is every reason to
believe that a genuine democracy
can take root in Egypt. It is necessary,
however, for the political parties
to get going. I was struck by the
defeatism and pessimism of those
who supported the “no” vote in the
referendum campaign. They seemed
to think that eight months was too
short a time to prepare and organise
a political party. Harold Wilson, a
former British Prime Minister, once
said that “a week is a long time in
politics”; eight months must surely
be an eternity. In December 2007
Barack Obama seemed to have no
chance of winning the Democratic
presidential nomination against
Hillary Clinton. Yet in June 2008 he
had won the nomination, and was on
course for the Presidency.
It is true that the established
parties in Egypt have a massive
advantage, but there is no reason
why opposition parties cannot make
some headway, and establish a base
from which they can build in the
future. Voltaire said that “the best is
the enemy of the good”. Obviously,
a year would have been better than
eight months, but people should
not use the seemingly short period
of eight months as an excuse not to
participate enthusiastically in the
unique opportunity afforded by the
elections this year.
Kwasi Kwarteng is a Member of
the British Parliament

Egypt has done a remarkable thing. On 25th January its people rose
up and ousted an ageing dictator. Egypt is now engaged in democratic
elections. One cannot help but look on in wonder and hope for the
country’s future.
Of course the challenges are legion. This is as true for Egyptian media
as it is for civil society. If the Egyptian media is to be genuinely free to
play its democratic part in Egyptian society then it will have to overcome
formidable hurdles. I do not write this as someone who knows Egypt - I
don’t - but rather as a longtime observer of the development of media in
other countries, as well as my own.
Foremost amongst these challenges is achieving proper legal
protection for freedom of speech and freedom of the press. In the Press
Freedom Index 2010, compiled by Reporters without Borders, Egypt came
127th out of 178 countries - below the Cote d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe. The
closure of the Ministry of Information was a step in the right direction but
simply removed active government intervention without introducing press
protection. [Editor’s Note: The Ministry of Information was reinstated in
July 2011] Only when there is adequate legal protection and recognition
of the value of independent journalism will individuals and institutions be
able to write and publish freely.
The government and other authorities will then have to respect this
freedom. This includes taking apart the mechanisms developed by the
Mubarak regime to monitor and police publishers (both individual and
institutional). There have been worrying signs that, even in the postMubarak Egypt, the authorities are too willing to censor the media.
The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) reported in April on a “new
requirement by the Egyptian military that local print media obtain
approval for all mentions of the armed forces before publication”. This just
before the arrest and imprisonment of a blogger, Maikel Nabil Sanad, for
three years for “insulting the military” (from CPJ).
The public will also need to embrace this freedom and protest when

it is infringed. Having lived through decades of controlled media, spiky
public discussions about politics will feel uncomfortable to some people.
As we saw after the end of the Cold War in the ex-Soviet republics, there
is a natural conservatism borne of many years of not being able to talk
about political issues or question government policy. As a consequence
many sections of the public may not have much sympathy for vocal
critics of the government and may not feel inclined to protest when they
are threatened, arrested or imprisoned. It is easy not to like a press that
is causing waves, creating problems, making politics messy. But such a

Only when there is adequate legal protection and recognition of the value of independent journalism will individuals and institutions be able to write and publish freely.
press is exactly what a democracy needs if it is to be healthy, as Michael
Schudson so eloquently argued in his book Why Democracies Need an
Unlovable Press.
At the same time publishers need to write down their own publishing
principles. What values do they aspire to? What commitment are they
going to make to their readers, listeners or viewers? Writing these
Cont’d on page 7
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The Importance of Egypt’s Revolution
Two important power shifts are occurring in this century - power transition and power diffusion.
Power diffusion is a more difficult problem to manage than power transition.
By Joseph S. Nye

events in Egypt bring the two into congruence,
and a smart policy must now do everything
Egypt’s revolution is an event of great possible to help Egypt succeed.
importance. In 18 days, a broad-based
Whatever the outcome of this moment,
non-violent social movement overcame an Egypt illustrates the broader way that an
entrenched autocratic government. However, information revolution is transforming world
Egypt is still in the first act of a long play. politics. That is the argument of my new
As President Obama noted in welcoming the book The Future of Power. Two important
revolution, non violent moral force “bent the power shifts are occurring in this century arc of history,” but genuine democracy will power transition and power diffusion. Power
require revising the constitution, carrying out transition from one dominant state to another is
elections that are fair and free, and building a familiar historical event, but power diffusion
institutions that protect liberty and preserve is a more novel process. The problem for all
the rule of law. The March referendum on states in today’s global information age is that
the constitution was an important step, but it more things are happening outside the control
also raised a number of questions. Will early of even the most powerful governments. In an
elections benefit only the existing parties and information-based world, power diffusion is a
penalize the new generation that demonstrated more difficult problem to manage than power
in Tahrir Square and who have not had time to transition. Conventional wisdom has always
develop more formal organizations?
held that the government with the largest
For now, the military and the new military prevails, but in an information age it
generation each have a
may be the state (or nondifferent type of power.
with the best story
The military has the hard power states)
The military has the
that wins. The soft power
hard power of potential of potential force as well as of narrative becomes a
force as well as control control of existing institutions. more important part of
of existing institutions.
The demonstrators have the the mix.
The demonstrators have
Governments remain
the soft power of the soft power of the narrative of the dominant actors on
narrative of democracy, democracy, and the potential the world stage, but they
and the potential to call
finding the stage
to call demonstrations again are
demonstrations again that
far more crowded and
would put the military
difficult to control. A
in a difficult position. From what we have much larger part of the population both within
seen thus far, it is unlikely that the Egyptian and among countries has access to the power
military would want to act like the Chinese at that comes from information as Egypt has
Tiananmen Square or the Iranian government shown. Governments have always worried
in suppressing its opposition. The result is about the flow and control of information, and
a situation where each side has bargaining the current period is not the first to be strongly
power, but will the Egyptian army act like affected by dramatic changes in information
the South Korean military in the 1980s and technology. Revolutions are not new, nor is
usher in a genuine democratic process which transnational contagion, nor non-state actors. In
undercuts their privileged position? And even 1848, a revolutionary wave swept over Europe,
if they do, could the process still be hijacked by but the old order was able to prevail. What is
well organized minorities as other revolutions new today is the speed of communication and
have been in history?
the technological empowerment of a wider
Until recently, many outside observers range of actors. One must hope that this new
of the Middle East argued that the United generation will quickly learn the importance
States had to support the authoritarians or of physical as well as virtual organization for
wind up with radical Islamists. The old view democracy. It is crucial for the region and for
of polar extremes has been overtaken by the the world that Egypt’s democratic generation
spread of information that has helped create succeeds.
and empower a new middle ground in Egypt
and elsewhere. The U.S. often felt that it had
Joseph S. Nye is a professor at Harvard
to choose between its values and its interests University and author of The Future of
when formulating policy in the past. The recent Power.
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Cont’d from page 6

principles down does two things. It gives the public - and
journalists - an indication of the standards to which the
organisation will aim. These principles are not only for
the public but give a news organisation and its journalists
strength when challenged.
None of these hurdles are easy to surmount, and made
more complex by the legacy of state sponsored media in
Egypt. Publishers and the public will need to evolve an
Egyptian sense of news purpose that suits Egyptian culture
and history. There is no point adopting a purely Western
model.

These challenges are made more complex still given
the technological revolution through which the news media
is going right now which is causing havoc with traditional
media institutions in western democracies.
But this media revolution - especially the social media
revolution - also presents an opportunity. An opportunity the
Egyptian people already took advantage of in January and
February of last year. Facebook’s role in the revolution may
have been overstated, but it is clear that social media was
crucial in enabling people to communicate, to organise and to
nurture opposition to the Mubarak regime.

Social media helped bring people together and threaded
masses of ordinary people into Egypt’s media ecology. This
link between the people and Egyptian media is central to the
future of media freedom. If the links between the two, the
sense of empowerment that comes from participating online
and being heard, and the sense of freedom from saying what
you want to say can all be sustained, then Egyptian media
can realise its freedom. I, for one, sincerely hope it can. Good
luck to Midan Masr.
Martin Moore is director of the Media Standards Trust.
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Egypt’s Transition To A Pluralistic Republic

By Tarek Osman

strategic objective of the regime that
has ruled Egypt since 1952. Nasser,
President Mubarak most likely Sadat, and Mubarak were trusted
gave orders to break the Tahrir sons of the military establishment,
Square’s demonstrations in February effectively representing it in ruling
2011. If the Egyptian military had Egypt. And so it was crucial to
opened fire on protestors in Tahrir achieve and sustain the people’s
Square then, President Mubarak consent to that political system.
would still be in power today. So Integrating the military into the
why didn’t the army try to save the country’s middle class made
power structure it had dominated that possible. In Egypt, military
for sixty years?
hospitals and many social services
For the best part of its first are open for the public at subsidised
hundred years, Egypt’s modern army prices; the army’s construction
was under foreign command. The and contracting arms are amongst
nationalisation of the army, which the best in the country, working
effectively
on
major
started with the Unlike in Turkey or Iran, the infrastructure
1936
Angloprojects; almost
army was not at a distance
Egyptian Treaty,
every
middle
marked
the from the people, was not billed class
family
opening of the as a guardian of the state or a in Egypt has a
army’s ranks to
guard of the revolution; it was member who
the
country’s
works in the
middle
class, positioned as an integral part army or one
which continued
of its various
of the society.
over the past
sprawling
70 years to be
entities.
the military’s social base. The
Although aspects of a distinct
army’s 1952 coup overthrew the institution are very conspicuous
Egyptian monarchy in the name with regard to the Egyptian army,
of the people, and gradually with for example the almost secret budget
Nasser’s immense charisma and of the military, Egypt’s army is not
popularity turned the coup into a militarist. Since the 1973 October
revolution, fully supported by the War, the army did not carry out a
country’s middle and lower-middle complicated military engagement:
classes. Unlike in Turkey or Iran, it did not plan, design, launch, and
the army was not at a distance execute a major military operation.
from the people, was not billed as For more than 35 years, the army was
a guardian of the state or a guard of effectively confined to its barracks.
the revolution; it was positioned as
President Mubarak’s macro
an integral part of the society.
political choices over the past decade
Maintaining the link between played a role as well. The ascent
the army and the people was also a of the capitalist elite of the then

ruling National Democratic Party
(NDP) to the upper echelons of the
regime throughout the 2000s, and
the meteoric rise of the President’s
son Gamal, diluted the army’s
influence. The regime’s capitalists
asserted their power over major
economic sectors, and especially
those that affect Egyptians’ daily
life. That meant the regime’s
military face of the past half century
was steadily being replaced by one
representing a distorted form of
liberal capitalism. The rise of that
capitalist elite also denoted a subtle
but crucial change in President
Mubarak’s own positioning. Instead
of being the military establishment’s
representative in ruling Egypt, he
became the ultimate authority in
a new power structure dominated
by some of the country’s most
powerful financial centres. He and
the elite surrounding him tried to
buttress that new ruling system by
enshrining constitutional legitimacy
to it; Gamal Mubarak focused his
efforts on the NDP; his associates
concentrated on securing a pliable
parliament. They rigged the 2005
and 2010 elections which came
across as conspicuously flawed.
The people loathed the capitalist
elite; under no circumstances would
constitutional legitimacy have
stacked up. The military was now at
a significant distance from President
Mubarak and his power circle
whose credibility and legitimacy
were evaporating.
And when the moment came
that the survival of Mubarak’s
presidency depended on the military
opening fire on more than a million

support. The Islamist movement different variants and at their centre
the Muslim Brotherhood - provided
organisational skills and tenacity in
the face of the regime’s violence.
The uprising was the work of
different players and proved larger
than the sum of its parts. This means
that no revolutionary legitimacy
could be conferred on any single
political entity or institution in the
country. Also, not a single political
player in Egypt today has a solid
structure or a viable narrative
that would give it a real chance of
solely dominating internal politics.
This fragmentation will prove very
healthy. Different players will
compete to widen their constituents
and promote their ideas. Financial
power and the ability to disseminate
ideas will prove advantageous for
some political players, but with
time, others will close the gap in
the possession of such resources.
The country’s politics will be much
more competitive than it was in
decades.
Second: we will see a very
interesting socio-political struggle
Photo by Sarah Carr
between liberalism and Islamism.
people representing vast sections In the short-to-medium run, the
of the society, the army resolutely Islamists will enjoy the easiest
refused. President Mubarak fell; ride. The thirty-five-year rise of
and his power structure, lacking any Islamism as an identity in Egyptian
foundation, crumbled. The country’s society, coupled with the internal
first republic was passing away. In changes that the Islamist movement
a peculiar way, the success of the has undergone over the past two
1952 military regime in integrating decades, have produced moderate
the army into the society became variants that present their thinking
the undoing of the
in modern rhetoric.
military’s
direct
A new political reality will This will give the
rule over Egypt.
emerge in Egypt with two Islamists an edge
And that is
over their rivals,
main characteristics.
why the army
and they will come
should hand over
to play a leading
First: Egypt’s political role in Egypt’s
power to an elected
landscape will be
civilian authority.
next
parliament.
fragmented for the
The military is
But with time,
foreseeable future
sophisticated
and as the internal
enough
to
divisions
and
understand that the Second: we will see a very ideological
fall of the Mubarak interesting socio-political struggles within the
regime marks the struggle between liberalism Islamist movement
and Islamism.
end of Egypt’s first
materialise,
the
republic. It also
liberals will gain
recognises that the
prominence.
momentum that the 2011 uprising Gradually, different liberal groups
gave rise to is an unstoppable – not necessarily the ones that are
tsunami of political energy, backed currently scuttling to assemble
by extremely young demographics themselves into parties – will
and by vast sections of the country’s manage to propose political projects
wide middle classes, that no wise that correspond to the aspirations of
institution would want to oppose. A Egypt’s wide middle classes. This
new political reality, the beginnings interaction will enrich the Egyptian
of the country’s second republic, society. The second decade of
will emerge - with two main the twenty first century will be
characteristics.
immensely important for Egypt –
First:
Egypt’s
political and interesting for all observers.
landscape will be fragmented for the
foreseeable future. Young Egyptian
Tarek Osman is the author of
liberals created the momentum that “Egypt on the Brink: From Nasser
stirred the revolution. Different to Mubarak” (Yale University
civic opposition groups augmented Press, 2010).
the numbers and provided logistical
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Egypt Beyond Mubarak
It takes imagination and resourcefulness to relinquish a self-image to which
you’ve grown accustomed. Who will “the new you” be?
Mubarak and his henchmen’s
fate continue to overshadow
the larger issues behind this
uprising, namely the acquisition
of personal and civic freedoms
and the restoration of due
process.
By Maria Golia
I’ve sometimes wished I was a fly on
the Mubaraks’ living-room wall watching
the drama unfold. I pictured the former
president, his customary tenacity perforated
with moments of genuine bewilderment,
his sons’ and wife’s urgent counsels, the
disagreements, the fraternal and conjugal
strife, the small gestures of tenderness
(a glass of tea, a cushion for the back) to
mitigate the irritability, tension and bitter
resentment in the face of such perceived
betrayal. I wondered if they watched
TV and saw the masses calling for their
prosecution, and had reached the point of
self-questioning, regret and/or fear. It’s the
stuff that Ramadan musalsalaat are made
of, and I’ll bet someone’s writing one or
half a dozen right now.
The creative impulse unleashed in
Tahrir Square has spread far and wide,
or perhaps it’s more accurate to say
it’s been diffused. It has reached the
conference rooms of corporate advertising
departments, with the mobile phone
companies who profited so richly from
protest-related communications mounting
huge patriotic (and logo-bearing) posters.
Glossy magazine covers feature Egypt’s
valiant youth, and colorful albeit bloodless
sentimental accounts of the events. Egypt’s
uprising has been commercialized but
also mythologized in exhibitions and
documentaries. It already exists outside of
itself, although it has yet to be self-realized,
self-aware. It came into being only half
formed, the angry part, shaped by decades
of disappointment and injustice.
“On what does the survival of
oppression depend? On us! On whom
must we depend for its demolition? On
ourselves!” Bertolt Brecht, chronicler of
human nature, was right but the trick is
to demolish oppression on an individual
and societal level. From the start, the
uprising’s focus on Mubarak was personal;
he embodied the public’s disillusionment
and contempt for power. Yet this also
externalized the problem. A cleansing
albeit symbolic patricide was called for,
but emphasizing Mubarak’s responsibility
for Egypt’s impoverishment obscures the
people’s role in that same process. “Has he
some power over you other than that which
he receives from you?” asked Étienne de

La Boétie, in his Discourse on Voluntary
Servitude. As disenchantment with the army
grows, the question must be asked again,
and unless the space is created for alternative
leadership to emerge, Egypt will be asking it
for decades.
The emphasis remains on bringing
Mubarak to justice, with effigy burnings and
mock trials awarding him an importance he
no longer merits, when there is so much else
to be done. Mubarak and his henchmen’s
fate continue to overshadow the larger
issues behind this uprising, namely the
acquisition of personal and civic freedoms
and the restoration of due process. With
parliamentary elections, the Emergency
Law is not just in force, but amplified by
the curfew and protest ban. Mubarak’s
imprisonment has taken precedence over
demands for basic human rights, which
continue to be abused. When you live in a
police state for so long, some of it is bound
to rub off if you’re not careful. But the
defensiveness, divisiveness, belligerence and
utter lack of imagination with which Egypt
has been governed in the past must indeed be
relegated to history.
Yes, if there’s money floating around that
Egypt can get back, by all means encourage
the process. And arrest those against whom
substantial allegations of corruption have
been raised (a move which would necessitate
the replacement of virtually every high
official in every governorate). Compose lists
detailing each one’s offenses and publish
it widely. But why should they get swifter
justice than average Egyptians? Let them
wait their turn.
It’s time to get really personal, forgetting
“them” and affirming “us”, exploring the
options that have been opened. More than
the past, the future is at issue now, and the
present with its urgent business of survival.
The daily struggle that ignited this uprising
will not be over any time soon. How can we
meanwhile help one another and prevent the
unscrupulous from profiting from this moment
of vulnerability through crime and fraud? We
hear sensational accounts of growing violence,
but instances of people sharing information
and resources, presenting alternative
ways forward, cleaning and securing
neighborhoods (in other words replicating the
self-organization that characterized the best
moments in Tahrir) should be publicized and
imitated. Right now there are citizens with
leadership qualities taking actions within and
outside of the framework of civil society. Who
are they? What are they doing? How can we
help them? We need to know.
The creative force unleashed this year is
the revolution, if it’s kept alive and nurtured
so that beyond the anger, people can see
themselves whole, as they wish to be. It takes
imagination and resourcefulness to relinquish
a self-image to which you’ve grown
accustomed. Who will “the new you” be?

Only when the change is visualized can the
process of transformation begin. Likewise,
on the level of society, how do you picture a
reinvented Egypt? How would it work, what
would it be like to live there? Whoever seeks
a place in government should possess the
clarity of vision to answer these questions,
and citizens should have the sense to ask
them or else be content with the Egypt they
get by default.
When you’ve been denied the right to
speak and act with confidence to shape and
embellish society these powers may seem
remote, yet they are present in everyone,
awaiting the chance for expression. That

chance is now. Personally, I don’t care about
Mubarak and his family, however rich their
drama. We’ve grown old watching them and
they’ve wearied us. We care about Egypt,
and the Egypt we see in our mind’s eye looks
nothing like them at all.

Maria Golia, a long-time resident of
Egypt, is author of Cairo, City of Sand
and Photography and Egypt, permanent
correspondent for The Middle East (UK)
and columnist for the New Internationalist
(Oxford).
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The Secular Essence of Islam

Starting with the uncontroversial proposition among
Sunni Muslims that Islam knows no Church, Yasser
Abou-Ouf argues that the notion of an “Islamic
Society” is essentially meaningless, although the
notion of a political commitment motivated by
one’s Islamic faith is emphatically not.
A good friend of mine is a
devout Muslim whose liberal
instincts, like mine, were cultivated
by a substantial dose of western
education. She recently shared
with me a certain uneasiness she
seemed unable to resolve: while she
sincerely wishes for a secular liberal
state to emerge as the political order
of a new Egypt, she also finds it
awkward to be a citizen of, let alone
potentially serving public office in,
a political state where activities such
as selling alcohol and gambling
enjoy legal protection. I write the
following words as a reflection on
her dilemma.
The dilemma can be formulated
as a set of closely related questions
that has forced itself upon the
thinking Muslim, with increasing

intensity, since the fall of the last
Islamic Caliphate in Istanbul: to
what extent, if at all, is it true that part
of what it means to be a Muslim is
to be living in an “Islamic Society”?
And if there is any truth to that
proposition, then what exactly is an
“Islamic Society”? If, on the other
hand, we contend that there is no
truth at all to that proposition, are
we also contending that one’s faith,
as a Muslim, imposes no political
obligations?
This set of questions became, for
the thinking Muslim, a live political
concern (rather than an academic
thought exercise) fairly recently.
Before the fall of the Ottoman
Empire in 1917, most Muslims
had always lived in political units
where the political legitimacy of the

Photo by Monir El-Shazly

ruler derived from his profession
of Islam and his anointment
(imposed or conceded or both) as
Commander of the Faithful; indeed
derived from little else. And while
the vast expanse of Muslim lands
often contained many competing
political units at any given time,
these units all shared in common
this notion of political legitimacy,
often conceding nominal allegiance
to a symbolic supreme Commander
of the Faithful sitting in Baghdad
or Cairo or Istanbul or some other
imperial metropolis. To be a Muslim
and to live in an “Islamic Society”
was thus one and the same thing.
“Islamic societies” were those lands
where the sovereign was called, or
called himself, Commander of the
Faithful and where the law, which
was whatever Muslim judges did,
was called to most everyone’s
satisfaction the Sharia (the Law [of
God]).
The European modern colonial
projects in Muslim lands, among
many other things, precipitated two
complications pertinent to our discussion. One: after the post-Ottoman, post-colonial dust had settled,
formerly Muslim lands were all now
made up of political units where the
political legitimacy of the ruler was
derived primarily from his membership in some narrowly-defined community (the “nation”) rather than
from a profession of faith. Two:
many Muslims, seeking better education or jobs or generally better life
prospects, immigrated to the old colonial metropoles. In other words,
modern nationalism and large-scale
immigration (not to mention the
conversion of non-Arabs to Islam)
created a new reality where to be a
Muslim didn’t necessarily coincide
with living in some easily-definable
“Islamic Society”. The awkward
question was bound to arise in the
minds of many thinking Muslims:
How should the Muslim respond
to this new political reality? Seek
to turn his new nation-states into a
more recognizable form of “Islamic
Society”? Perhaps even seek the
grander goal of reestablishing the
Caliphate as an Empire of Islam?
Or dispense with this notion of “Islamic Society” altogether as simply
incidental, and unimportant, to what
it means to be a Muslim? It is painfully obvious to the thinking Muslim (and to those living nervously in
close quarters in Arab and non-Arab
lands) that each one of these propositions gives rise to radically different, and potentially momentous,
political commitments.
To what extent, if at all, is it true
that part of what it means to be a
Muslim is to be living in an “Islamic
society”?
I will argue that not at all. I will
argue that the notion of an “Islamic

society” is essentially meaningless, to Islam) because Church and
although the notion of a political State were never one (except
commitment motivated by one’s perhaps in some imaginings of
Islamic faith is emphatically not. the Holy Roman Empire). What
To do that I will not start with some Europe did experience, after many
clever interpretation of the Holy violent spasms of struggle, was a
Text or some creative recital of a subordination of the Church Canon
pertinent Prophet Quote. This sort to the law of the State: one’s religion
of argument so often reduces to a finally had little to no bearing on
frustrated confrontation because one’s legal rights and obligations in
it typically requires one to assume the polity where one lived.
exactly what’s being contested in
A faith without a Church is,
the conversation. I will start instead by definition, a community of
from what I think is a blissfully believers without a Father. A faith
uncontroversial proposition among without a Church is, in other words,
all Muslims, at least in the Sunni a community of believers without
tradition I am
a Dogma and
familiar with. This
Could we not regard without a Canon.
is the proposition
If we are to take
Islam as effectively
that Islam knows
seriously the idea
no Church. This perhaps a “Fatherless that Islam is a faith
proposition always
Church”; having no without a Church,
comes in handy ecclesiastical authority we shall have to
when a Muslim
finally
dispense
but still having an
is boasting that
with the stubborn
official definition of idea, unchallenged
which sets Islam
what
it means to be a for
apart from other
centuries,
Abrahamic
Muslim and an official that Islam has an
faiths.
I think, body of “Islamic law”, official Creed and
however, that it
an official body
a Sharia?
is a proposition
of law, the Sharia.
that deserves a
This might seem
much more serious attention than to many like moving too fast: could
some shallow pride of distinction. we not regard Islam as effectively
Indeed, I will develop my argument perhaps a “Fatherless Church”;
here by working out what I consider having no ecclesiastical authority
to be necessary, and very serious, but still having an official definition
implications of the proposition that of what it means to be a Muslim
Islam is a faith without a Church.
and an official body of “Islamic
The Church, as a Christian law”, a Sharia? The difficulty with
social institution, defines a society that position becomes apparent as
with a particular membership, soon as we consider any situation
leadership, and law; a “Christian of disagreement or controversy
Society.” The Church is made up around matters of faith or law. A
of all believers in the faith and, good example is the notorious
modeled after a paternal family, is case of the late Nasr Hamed Abouheaded by a Father who derives his Zeid, a brilliant scholar of Arabic
legitimacy by direct assignment, studies who was accused to have
through a holy line of succession, transgressed the ‘bounds of faith’
from God. The Father of the in his studies and was deemed, by
Church defines the Dogma: what an Egyptian court of law, to be a
exactly should one believe for one non-Muslim and required to legally
to be counted a believer. He can separate from his Muslim wife even
thus always decide who qualifies as he insisted he is a believer. The
as member of the Church and who reason this is awkward (let alone
no longer belongs. The Father of morally repulsive) is that we have
the Church also lays down the Law here all the elements of a Christian
(the “Canon”): exactly what it is ex-communication carried out by
that God wants the faithful to do Muslims who will tell you there is
and not to do. Note: this account no Church or a Father in Islam. If
of what a Church is makes no we concede that there is no Father,
claims that Christianity is made then we simply have to concede that
up of one Church or even that there is no one – not a living soul
all Christians accept the Church – who can decide what one should
as the defining structure of their believe to qualify as a Muslim. A
faith. Like Islam and other world Church-less Islam is a faith without
religions, Christianity is a social a Dogma, without a Creed. You are
phenomenon of exceeding variety. a Muslim only if you say you are.
Where a Church is found, however,
Sharia seems like a tougher
the above describes what a Church one to argue away. We all know
is. Another note: Europe, in fact, verses of the Qur’an which seem
never experienced the much- to come down strongly on certain
clichéd “separation of Church social transgressions – like theft,
and State” (which the user of the usury, and adultery – and to require
cliché will tell you is not applicable the meting out of punishments
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which are laid out in more or less so without Father, Dogma, or
details. If one subscribes to the Canon, we are rewarded with an
notion of Sharia as a Canonical interpretation that shines much
Islamic Law, these verses would brighter and longer. For we would
be interpreted as setting out then read the admonition-andDivine Statutes (hodoud): legally- punishment verses in the Qur’an the
binding statements of disallowed way we should read the whole of the
behaviors and the corresponding Qur’an: in a diligent, and ever more
penalties.
This is certainly a refined, search for moral principles.
possible interpretation, but let’s see Words and imagery are linguistic,
if it’s the best one. If we decide, therefore human, devices which
on the Canonical interpretation, cannot escape their imperfection of
to take those admonitory verses boundedness to a particular culture,
of the Qur’an in a literal legal a particular time and place. The
sense, we soon run into all sorts thinking Muslim, committed to the
of practical and moral paradoxes. universality of his faith and to the
Take theft, for instance. As a legal unboundedness of its Text, must
offence, it comes in many different therefore maintain that the Qur’an
forms with a broad range of social used the words and imagery of
consequences (from the petty to the nomadic Arabia only to advance
severe) and with a deep hierarchy timeless covenants, not to promote
of evidence (from the conjectural a rigid legal code with vague and
to the confessional). One can steal limited applicability. (It’s curious to
from a poor widow, a rich man, or note here incidentally that those who
from the coffers of the state; one can search for legal code in the Qur’an
steal to eat or steal to buy a country are often the same people hunting
house; and one can
after scientific laws
steal a few pennies
in the same text; it
If we concede that
and confess or steal
is almost as if these
there is no Father,
millions with only
people have an
an electronic log then we simply have to irresistible urge to
of transactions as concede that there is no make a holy book
evidence.
The
‘even holier’ by
Qur’an leaves theft one - not a living soul measuring it against
undefined
and - who can decide what the banal affairs
admonishes
that one should believe to of Man, a selfthe thief is to have
qualify as a Muslim defeating quest of
their hands cut, a
fools).
punishment that is
If
we
thus
both severe and irreversible. If this approach the Qur’an as a book of
is to be interpreted as legal text, how moral covenants, it becomes easy
can we make sure we are correctly and obvious to read the “theft
applying the “Divine Law”.
verse” as an admonition against
There is no Islamic Father taking that which is not “rightfully
of Church to make the necessary yours,” a term which societies will
distinctions and qualifications define anew over and over. Instead
when the need arises. Look, for of crudely taking the Qur’an to be
another instance, to the verse which giving male Muslims a license to
admonishes the husband not to beat their wives, it becomes much
beat his rebellious wife until all more plausible that the Qur’an
other means of conciliation have orders a husband to try to reason
been exhausted. If this is to be with an antagonistic wife before
interpreted as legal text, then we are he should think of resorting to
to understand that Muslim males “extreme measures,” a term which
are given Divine prerogative to in modern societies would perhaps
beat their wives if needed, a moral refer to divorce, certainly not
atrocity by today’s standards. Or violence. Or again, instead of the
take the injunctions of the Qur’an naïve (and recent) interpretation
to Muslims that they are to fairly of the “Riba verse” which claims
treat their slaves. A legalistic that God had categorically ordered
interpretation would suggest that Muslims not to lend money, one
the Qur’an sanctions an institution would find it much more sensible
which almost all of humanity has to see there an admonition against
come to regard as a terrible moral “excessive” profiteering in any
crime. And after all, when we have trade (Riba means “excess”)
taken stock of all the admonitory where “excessive” will always be
verses of the Qur’an we are very far understood differently in different
from having something that even societies. It’s clear that it’s very
approaches a full body of law which possible for different Muslims to
can organize the many evolving derive different moral lessons from
affairs of society. There is no the same verses, but that’s exactly
Islamic Father of Church to expand the point. The point is that if we
and revise the Canon when and as seriously commit to the idea that
needed. A commitment to the idea Islam is a faith without a Canon,
of Sharia as Divine Law literally we find that it is a faith which offers
coded in the Qur’an is clearly its believers, not a rigid legal code,
fraught with serious difficulties.
but ample material for reflection
If instead, we keep with our and an expectation that the believer
commitment to the idea that Islam will hold herself up to the highest
is a faith without a Church, and standards of moral reasoning and
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behavior available to
her mind, time, and
place. “Consult your
heart, even if told
what’s the right thing to
do”, is how The Prophet
(PBUH) put it. And in
his last speech to the
believers, the Prophet
(PBUH) summed up his
Message thus: “I was
sent but only to make
complete that which is
most decent in moral
conduct.” Islam is a
faith without a Church,
and so without a Father,
Dogma, or Canon.
Of course, Sharia
exists as a compelling
historical fact. As a
historical reality, Sharia
is the name we give to
the mixed set of practices
and modes of speaking
and reasoning employed
by Muslim judges in the
vast geographical and
chronological expanse
of Muslim lands. These
practices make up a
substantial body of legal
traditions which tell us a
lot about the cultures and
customs and intellectual
habits – as well as the
prejudices and biases
and power relations – of
the societies where these
traditions
flourished.
But there is nothing
sacred
about
these
traditions.
I happen
to think that Sharia
traditions have been
cut for so long from the
out of habits acquired over
modern practices of society and have centuries. Having lived for so long
become obsolete in terms of the in “Islamic societies” of sorts, we
conceptual categories they employ, failed for so long to realize that the
their standards of evidence, and their notion of an “Islamic Society”, for a
rules of procedure, but that’s beside faith that has no anointed Father, no
the point. The point is that it would official Dogma, and no Divine Law,
be fallacious to infer from the fact is a notion that can mean anything
that the practice of law in Muslim and so means nothing.
lands, until recently, has always
With
no
ecclesiastical
been referred to as “Sharia” that this authority, Islam is a fundamentally
name refers to some
secular
religion.
essence, a Divine
It is a religion
If we accept the
Law, or that it is part
which
requires
of what it means to
from its believers
fundamental secular
be a Muslim to live nature of Islam then it to
exercise
in a society where
independent
becomes clear that the judgments
law is practiced in
for
keeping with one ideal political order for which they will
of these historical the Muslim is indeed a be
individually
traditions.
accountable. The
liberal order
Just as it would
implication
of
be fallacious to
this result is that
infer from the fact that Muslim the question of political order for
lands have always been governed the Muslim is not a question of
as military dictatorships that it is aligning the law of the state with
somehow part of what it means to some Divine Law, for Islam has no
be a Muslim to live in a military such notion. It is rather a question
dictatorship. The fall of the of being able to live in congruence
Ottoman Empire was a watershed with one’s moral convictions,
in many ways with a mixed bag derived from one’s faith, by
of consequences. To my mind, one’s own reasoning. It is also a
though, the most redeeming question of being able to promote
consequence has been to jolt the these same moral convictions in
political imagination of Muslims free and public debate. These two,
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living with integrity and speaking
up one’s mind, are the political
obligations of the Muslim, not
the wild and bloody hunt after
some imagined Divine utopia.
And because each Muslim is thus
entitled, indeed each person is
thus entitled, it becomes obvious
that the ideal political order for
the Muslim is one where all are
equal before the law and enjoy a
minimum set of rights.
In other words, if we accept
the fundamental secular nature of
Islam then it becomes clear that
the ideal political order for the
Muslim is indeed a liberal order.
The liberal order guarantees not
that the Muslim will be living in
a society where all have his very
same moral sensibilities, for that’s
impossible. What the liberal order
does guarantee is that it will always
be possible to have a conversation.
For a Muslim who believes in no
Church, no Father, no Dogma, and
no Canon, that’s the only guarantee
of a continually renewed faith. I
hope this brings my friend some
peace of mind.
Yasser
Abou-Ouf
is
an
independent Egyptian writer who
studied in Egypt and the US and is
currently based in Canada.
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Tahrir Square Generation
Universities helped shape the Tahrir Youth Generation. Now they can do more.
By Barbara Lethem Ibrahim
Virtually no one predicted the
timing or composition of Egypt’s
January 25th uprising that toppled
an entrenched regime. And while
it is popular to label it the Youth
Revolution, the analysis has
been thin so far as to why young
Egyptians took a pivotal mobilizing
role on the streets of Cairo and other
major cities. We tend to valorize
‘the youth of the revolution’ but
have not yet fully understood what
contributed to their unique blend
of courage, patriotism, absence of
ideology and commitment to nonviolence. I personally find the
Facebook/Twitter explanation for
youthful mobilizing unsatisfying,
given that only around 35 percent
of young Egyptians currently use
the internet and of those, a smaller
fraction engage with political or
public interest websites.
Prior
to January 2011, in fact, most
popular images of contemporary
youth portrayed them as apathetic,
focused on personal aspirations, or
overly influenced by religion.
Had one been observing
university campuses, however,
a number of indications were
present that foreshadowed events
of the past ten months. From a
Cairo vantage point, I noted how
national university campuses –
despite overcrowding and tight
government control –were serving
as spaces of incubation for youthful
activism.
Community
service
organizations, rights groups, and
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development activists sprouted on
Egyptian campuses. Our center for
civic engagement at the American
University in Cairo had been
following these trends since 2006.
We sensed what we began to call
a ‘second wave’ of youth activists
who were not waiting for adults
to invite them into organizations
or decision-making structures.
They knew the old systems were
corrupt and ineffective, but instead
of complaining or withdrawing,
students found many clever and
creative ways to enter public life on
their own terms.
The risks for that participation
could be high. Active university
students were routinely labeled
‘objectionable’ by state security
forces and denied the right to run for
student office. Demonstrations were
monitored, leaders were followed
and blogging or organizing on
social media were grounds for arrest
and harassment. Rather than inhibit
activism, these measures seemed to
increase the numbers of engaged
students, albeit causing many to
seek out ‘safe’ modes of public
participation outside of politics.
What
was
shaping
the
worldview of this generation of
students and recent grads and how is
it distinct from that of their parents
and grandparents?

Shaping a generation

The Arab region has suffered
from a democracy deficit since
modern states emerged in the
mid-twentieth century. However

in the early decades, nationalist
movements encouraged youth to
help ‘build the nation’ and in fact
created channels for meaningful
participation in national service,
the military, or local causes such
as literacy campaigns. When that
discourse and its promises largely
collapsed, it was replaced in Egypt
by a ‘privatizing’ discourse in which
families and business networks
competed for advantage in newlyopened capital markets. By the turn
of the 21st century a burgeoning
youth generation saw clearly that
most opportunities were restricted
to a small circle of the elite. The
aging political leadership offered
slogans but no real progress towards
inclusive governance, and security
forces compromised every sector,
from education to civil society to
local business. Thus the largest
ever cohort of young Egyptians
were coming of age in a culture
that excluded them at a time when
neither jobs, marriage prospects nor
significant roles in public life were
within their reach.
One of the few vestiges of
Nasser’s modernization program
open to those with adequate
academic grades was university
education. The size and number of
Egyptian universities mushroomed
to accommodate growth of the
student population. With few
other outlets available to meet and
interact, universities became spaces
for informal civic education above
and beyond the formal curriculum.
This point is often overlooked

because of the well-known problems
with the content of higher education
in Egypt. However, in myriad
informal ways university students
were getting a very different sort of
education than the one planned by
the Ministry.
As part of wider society,
university campuses faced all
of the problems of other state
institutions – inadequate funding,
overcrowding, and lack of meritbased leadership. However, in
some significant ways, universities
remained for many years relatively
unmonitored spaces where young
people could gather, engage with
diverse opinions and forge political
consciousness.
Degrees of freedom differed
greatly. Private universities like
the American University in Cairo
(AUC) operated with a significantly
higher degree of autonomy. Critical
thinking, student initiative, and civic
participation were steeped in the
mission of AUC, and many of the
January 25th movement’s stalwarts
were its students or graduates.
Egyptian faculty who found
teaching in national universities
too restrictive joined AUC and
formed the core of teaching staff
in programs not offered elsewhere
- on human rights law, political
development, professional media,
and so forth. Even AUC imposed
limits on activism, however;
outspoken religious figures and
political dissidents were not
permitted to speak and student
announcements had to be approved
by administrators before posting
on campus. Nonetheless, AUC
and some of the newer private
universities played an important
role in producing graduates with
the skills and inclination to lead for
change.
The vast majority of Egyptian
students, however, attend national
universities.
AUC’s
full-time
enrolment is around 5,000 while
Cairo University alone has over
300,000
full-time
students.
National universities operate with
state-appointed presidents, deans,
promotion criteria for faculty,
as well as state budgets. Control
extends to the curriculum and course
content as well - only one Egyptian
national university awards degrees
in political science. Nonetheless,
campuses were sanctioned spaces
where youth from all geographic
and social class backgrounds
gathered and formed their opinions
on public issues. Professors were
able to expose students to social
and economic problems, teach
critical thinking and encourage

civic engagement – even voice
some political critique - as long as
it was not combined with political
activism.
Some examples are illustrative.
In 1999 a young computer science
professor, Sherif Abdel Azeem,
took his students on a field trip to
a poor urban neighborhood, and
that galvanized students to form a
community service club. Resala
has grown to include over 92,000
young volunteers in tens of chapters
today. Cairo University spawned
another student initiative, Namaa
for Development, to orient young
Egyptians to a critical perspective on
social and economic development
in the country. Similar groups
were forming at other Egyptian
universities where students found
volunteering and development to be
a safer form of public participation
than politics. All shared a dimension
of patriotic love of country, sense
of social responsibility, and
determined youth leaders who
showed very little reliance on adults
or outside support. Through these
activities, students were learning to
organize, practice discipline, and
work together for a cause greater
than themselves.
Other outlets for civic learning
were available through student
unions and academic clubs. National
universities permitted students to
campaign and hold elections under
watchful eyes of the administration.
In recent years, however, the
complaints about interference
from state security authorities
grew and only student groups that
stayed away from religion, human
rights or politics could operate.
Even Resala’s campus chapters
were closed by the police when
membership began to grow rapidly
– offering a telling lesson to students
about the potential power of citizen
organizing. The struggle among
faculty and students to rid their
campuses of police interference
led to formation of the March
9th movement and other campus
protest groups. I would argue that
the setbacks and obstacles imposed
on university campuses were laying
the grounds for political awareness
and readiness to be more actively
engaged.
So while far from open and free
institutions, national universities
were operating as ‘incubators’ for
participation and social learning
in ways that were suppressed in
other parts of society. Campuses
were ideal places to meet likeminded fellow students, become
internet savvy, observe the stifling
effects of repression, and debate
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How to Become a Political Activist in Egypt
Now even YOU can become an activist by following these quick and easy steps!
By El Koshary Today team (EKT)
After conducting extensive
research and interviewing some
20 million active activists in Cairo
alone, EKT can now finally publish
this invaluable guide that will help
anyone, including accountants,
jumpstart their activist career.
Step one:
Get a Twitter account. Give
yourself a maverick username,
ideally something that includes the
word “rebel”, “revolt”, “radical” or
“rabies”. The world “monkey” also
seems to work. (See suggestions at
the end of the article).
Begin tweeting. Send tweets
that express outrage at any remotely
political decision or event. It doesn’t
matter what you direct your outrage
at so long as you start your tweet
with the hashtag “#WTF???” or end
it with the more local “#A7A!”
Ideally, use both these
hashtags with every tweet as
this will make it clear to your
follower(s) that you are very
serious and concerned, even if
you are only protesting against the
fact that your horoscope said you
wouldn’t get lucky this month.
In fact, many an activist
began their career by simply
tweeting: “#WTF?!?! I forgot
my keys in the car again! #A7A
#DownWithTheNezam”
More generally, drop the
eff bomb a lot. You’re angry,
remember?

Final note about tweets:
Complain about the appointment of
any person to any political position,
no matter how good you think they
might be. Don’t worry, they are
bound to mess up at least once soon
enough, at which point you can
then tweet: “#WTF! Told you so ya
guys! #A7A #ImSoRight!” This has
proven to be one of the most direct
ways of gaining credibility among
activists.
Step two:
Create a Facebook page for
a fake person and claim that they
have been “detained” by the police
and implore your Twitter followers
to “like” the page. Presuming
you named this fake person, say,
“Ahmed Abdo,” you now have to
start ceaselessly sending tweets that
say nothing but #FreeAhmedAbdo
#FreeAhmedAbdo
#FreeAhmedAbdo. These types of
tweets, aside from being effective,
really convey the activist in you.
Step three:
This one is a simple one:
Never be seen anywhere without
a Palestinian scarf around your
neck. Make up some story about it
– e.g. Maybe Yasser Arafat blew his
nose in it before dying, or perhaps
you used it to strangle an Israeli
commando at some point in the past.
Step four:
Quit your day job. Day jobs are
only for capitalist losers.
If you don’t have the cojones to
quit, then tweet about how your boss

is a capitalist, anti-revolutionary.
That should at least get you fired.
Having wealthy, capitalist
parents helps at this point.
Step five:
Fabricate a poor quality torture
video and post dozens of links to
it on the social networks. Claim
you videotaped it using a mobile
phone which you hid, say, in your
breast pocket or anal cavity. Lay
some ketchup on the bathroom floor
and film it for a few seconds while
you violently shake the camera and
make noises. Then just black out the
lens and take a really loud dump
while screaming from time to time..
Step six:
Once you have amassed a
sufficient number of followers, all
you need to do now is get arrested
by the police. Ideally you want to
get beaten up, but not so much that
you look ugly after it – attractive
activists get way more media
publicity.
You also don’t want to spend
too much time in jail – anywhere
between 3 and 14 days is ideal.
Any more than that and you will
be forgotten, any less and it won’t
be considered a “real” prison
experience.
The easiest way to achieve
this jail term is to attend a violent
demonstration or get your jollies on
a main road. However, this latter
option remains largely untested.
(Alternatively, just disappear for
a few days and when you “reappear”

on Twitter you can claim you were
in jail. Works like a charm.)
Step seven:
Once out of jail, if you
don’t already have a blog, you
need to start one. Recount your
experiences there and complain
about how you had to poo in
really nasty toilets, but also make
jokes about it so that you appear
brave and easygoing. Crying on
TV at this point can also really
help with your credentials.
And that’s it! You are now
an officially recognized activist.
Congratulations!

Suggestions
for
powerful
Twitter usernames for budding
political activists:
@Egyptianator
@TearGasLover
@AuthoritySlayer
@Egy-rebel2.0
@RadicalGangsta
@NezamDestroyer

EKT’s writing can be found at www.
elkoshary.com

Tahrir Square Generation
national concerns. One can argue that what
was happening over the past decade in
Egyptian universities was the creation of a
generation of youth who were not simply
educated for the market, but also ready to
be mobilized for change.

From aware to engaged to mobilized

It was a relatively small number of
university students and graduates who
planned and led the January 25th movement
at the outset. These individuals were part
of underground or virtual groups that were
well-organized and focused on political
change. But in order to achieve critical
mass, those leaders had to recruit hundreds
of thousands of others. For that task,
Facebook and other social media were ideal
because of their immediacy and the viral
spread of information. Whereas previous
demonstrations had garnered a few thousand
participants at most, the call to come to
Tahrir Square, when taken up and spread on
Facebook reached tens of thousands more.
Eventually hundreds of thousands of
young Egyptians participated in street
protests across the country and millions
more avidly followed on television. Well
after the fall of the regime, they are
showing readiness to remobilize on the
streets to express displeasure over the pace
or direction of reform. Having lived the
empowering experience of a successful

uprising, this generation will expect to
be given a significant role in rebuilding
the country. They also have heightened
expectations for improvement in their
everyday lives. Within weeks of Mubarak
stepping down, demonstrations had moved
to campuses of the national universities.
Students are refusing to attend classes until
allegedly-corrupt deans and faculty members
are removed. Student Union elections on
other campuses were rapidly re-organized in
an environment free of police interference.
At a time when every aspect of public life
is under new scrutiny, national universities are
facing pressure to change fundamentally. They
will also be expected to assist in the countrywide project of preparing Egyptians to exercise
citizenship and elect responsive leaders.

Universities roles in transition

In the coming period, universities can
play at least two important national roles.
One is to model the sort of democratic and
merit-based institutions that Egyptians
aspire to in other spheres. Administrators
can become more transparent about decisionmaking and include students and staff more
fully in deliberations that affect the entire
community. There are models for this in
the Arab region. Birzeit University in the
West Bank of Palestine has a single union
representing all employees, whether faculty,
staff or administrators. The union is fully

engaged in key decision-making across the
institution. Elections within the union are
free, fair, and hotly contested. Students will
expect to have their views and interests more
fully represented as well in campus decisionmaking.
A second way that universities can
contribute is by elevating the principle and
practice of service. In the spirit of building new
societies, faculty who engage in community
or national service need to receive recognition
from the university and appropriate credit
toward promotion and tenure. Faculty who
are called upon for research, policy or other
advisory service to government can include
their students and thus expose them to the
importance of public engagement. Service
learning (community-based learning) as
an effective way of teaching across the
curriculum will also take on new significance.
Students have long been drivers of change
toward learning that is experiential and
moves beyond the campus walls. With every
aspect of society now subject to reform and
improvement, the opportunities for students
and their teachers to be engaged in service are
virtually limitless.
Universities across Egypt can learn
from each other and combine forces to
build effective campus civic engagement
programs. Some of this is already happening
on an informal basis and can be encouraged
with relatively little expense. I note a keen

interest among faculty eager to reshape their
course content to respond to the new realities
in Egypt. The newly-formed Ma’an Alliance
of Arab Universities for Civic Engagement
can facilitate this process and introduce best
practices from countries that have undergone
similar political transitions.
Finally, it will be necessary for all
members of the academic community to
engage in an open debate about the place
of politics in the academy. Under the edict
of ‘no politics’ universities gave up one of
their crucial roles in an open society, that
of providing critical analysis of public life.
Corruption reached inside the academy, so that
plagiarism, cronyism and turning a blind eye to
misuse of power too often became routine. A
healthy debate is beginning about the need to
preserve universities as learning environments
while protecting free expression. Universities
have a unique window of opportunity to
institutionalize new policies on expression,
conflict of interest, fairness and equity, as
well as academic integrity. That will be an
essential part of securing for future generations
the fragile democratic opening that has been
achieved recently.
Barbara Ibrahim is founding Director of
the John D. Gerhart Center for Philanthropy
and Civic Engagement at the American
University in Cairo and Member of the Board,
Ibn Khaldun Center for Development Studies.
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Political and Economic Freedom Go
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By Ahmed Kouchouk
After the political success
of the January 25th Revolution,
questions began to arise about the
extent to which the predominant
economic direction of the country is
appropriate. This question is being
asked because of the country’s
inability to realize the ambitions
of numerous sectors of Egyptian
society - as reflected in a number of
economic and social indicators such
as high unemployment (particularly
among the youth with university
degrees), the huge income gap, and
the systematic spread of corruption.
In light of these negative
indicators and the commensurate
logical need to question the existing
economic strategy and direction of
the country - two chief competing
economic options face decision
makers. They are continuity of “the
free market” principles adhered to
in previous years and intensified
during the government of Dr. Ahmed
Nazif; or, the return to the economic
system described as “central
planning and the dominance of the
state over the production process”
as practiced in the Nasser era.
Supporters of each ideological
camp are now trying to influence
public opinion regarding the
importance of adopting the
economic system that they believe
in. Each group proclaims their
ability to finally realize and deliver
the desired results - long awaited for
years or actually decades. To realize
this aim, each camp draws on the
previous failings (and they are
many) that Egyptians lived through
during the implementation of both
systems, and they do so in a manner
that dismisses any recollection of
the positive results achieved during
either economic era of Egypt.
It should be pointed out that in
this conflict, the pro change (non
free-market) camp have a significant
advantage as a result of how

easy it is to remind citizens of the
failures of recent years, in addition
to the evidence that has surfaced
which implicates and condemns
the symbols and figureheads of
the present economic system.
In the context of this ongoing
conflict, citizens stand dreaming
of a better future for themselves
and their children. However, they
remain unable to determine and
evaluate clearly and realistically the
components of an economic policy
that should assure them of a decent
life. Therefore, this article aims
to clarify some of the economic
truths and basis that can serve as a
reference to evaluate and determine
a better economic direction for
Egypt in the near-term.
The success of a system
(economic or otherwise) is
measured by the extent to which
it realizes its desired objectives in
the shortest time while utilizing the
least resources.
Here, it is important to clarify
some important economic truths:
1. There is no single economic
system that suits all people
and all times. In general, all
systems develop in light of actual
and accumulated experiences of
people with their priorities and
peculiarities. Similarly, it should be
pointed out that economic systems
do not carry absolute sanctity.
Thus, they could suit one particular
developmental phase or the needs of
one period and not another.
2. There is no magical
prescription that guarantees
the successful realization of the
desired results. The economy is
different than many other domains
in the large number of factors
contributing to and influencing
economic indicators, and the
dynamic interactions of these
factors. In the context of multiple
variables, the process of forecasting

final outputs of the policies in investment and expenditure while at
practice becomes very difficult.
the same time demanding that they
3. The effectiveness of an fulfill their work obligations and
economic system should not be observe all governing legislative
measured in isolation from its codes. In light of these assumptions,
environment. In particular, the I believe that “the free economic
political framework in practice at system” remains more fitting for the
the time in addition to the social priorities of the forthcoming period
and educational governing policies as well as being aligned with the
and directions along with the principles of the global economic
reigning global economic system system. However, the choice is
undoubtedly affect the national strongly qualified by the need for
economy. Likewise, the applied the formulation and application of
implementation mechanisms, the a package of policies that guarantee
skills of the monitoring parties, more justice in wealth and income
and the governing
distribution
and
institutional
erecting a system of
framework all affect
incentives to promote
Two competing
the economic results
work,
proficiency,
economic options and innovation.
and outcomes of
all policies put into
The
Egyptian
face decision
practice.
makers - continuity experience, along
In light of the
with
numerous
of free-market
aforementioned
international
principles, or the examples indicates
determinants, I find
return to central
the logical sequence
the need to consider
of events forces
the
marginalized
planning and the
us to choose an
classes that cannot
dominance of the
economic system that
benefit
from
state over the
fits the chief goals
economic
growth
of the January 25th production process in a natural manner
Revolution
which
due to their lack of
were echoed by the
basic skills. A most
people in the concentrated chant – efficient social safety net is required
“Freedom, Dignity, Social Justice.” to protect them. The three following
This is to ensure that we avoid points provide the technical reasons
repeating the previous mistake of and basis upon which I have built
implementing an economic system my opinion strongly recommending
that is not in line with the internal the continuity of “free market”
political orientations of the country. policies while inoculating them with
The clarity of vision of the political a package of relevant protective
direction in Egypt calls for political social policies.
freedom in the form of a political
First: “free market” policies
system that allows for the handover naturally
include
analytical
of power by means of the ballot box, frameworks
that
allow
for
places checks and balances on the evaluations of the effects of policies
separation of powers, and preserves and measures that are put into
the rights of all citizens in a legal practice. This is an important issue
framework. In my view, the proper that guarantees the presence of
transition to political freedom permanent channels of supervision
must be accompanied by a fitting and corrective measures that are
economic system that guarantees known in economic literature as
citizens the freedom of work and the “invisible hand” of the market.

This corrects policies continuously
without having to wait for long
periods of time which can aggravate
and raise the costs of implementing
corrective measures.
To clarify, allow me to share
with you a realistic and recurring
scenario: in general the government
confronts popular pressures to
increase spending - be it to finance
projects or to implement policies.
This encourages many politicians to
adopt expansionist policies which
add to their popularity, particularly
before elections.
Assuming this scenario takes
place in the context of the “free
market,” leading expenditures to
increase beyond sustainable levels
(determined based on the capacity of
the economy and financial markets)
so that the “invisible hand” raises
interest rates on government debt
instruments (bonds and treasury
bills) which ultimately sends a
message to the government that its
financial policies are not in order
and not sustainable.
Conversely, the centralized
economy allows interest rates to be
determined by decree which seems
at first glance to be a solution to the
problem. However, in reality, it is a
postponement of the problem, if not
actually contributing to aggravating
it. This artificial and arbitrary policy,
in the end, factors prominently
in state and state-owned-asset
bankruptcy and forces drastic and
painful reform measures later on.
From this point on, it becomes clear
that one of the main advantages
of the free market lies in its ability
to find a mechanism for market
participants to uncover fair prices
for goods and services in accordance
with the prevailing determinants of
supply and demand.
It is a transparent and precise
mechanism that simplifies the ability
for early discovery of economic
imbalances and to direct resources
in a skilled and fair manner.
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Hand In Hand
However, for this system to work well, a
framework must be devised that guarantees
the availability and speed of the exchange of
information for all, in addition to the presence
of a commercial environment characterized
by its competitiveness and free trade.
Second: the basic and essential idea of
“specialization” underpins the modern state
and advanced management systems where
every individual and institution manages
a package of activities that suit their skills
and abilities. On the one hand, this allows
these activities to be managed by the best
possible talents while on the other, it allows
for supervision and accountability. Given the
difficulty for the state to know the skills and
abilities of all individuals, the free market
remains more suitable to realizing this aim.
Likewise, the mechanisms of the free market
as opposed to other systems are more aligned
with creating a competitive environment as
well as creating true incentives for individuals
and institutions - driving them to attain new
skills, enabling them to expand their circle
of influence in society and their shares of
generated profits.
Thus, the system constantly encourages
innovation and development. However,
practical experience has made clear that this
economic system does not work well in the
absence of proper regulatory frameworks
such as complete separation of powers,
restricting the intermarriage of money and
(political) power, and the rule of law. In the
absence of that proper regulatory framework
and infrastructure, the system loses one
of its main advantages as it replaces the
monopoly of the state over economic activity

with a comparable monopoly carried out
and controlled by giant economic entities
owned by a small number of businessmen,
leading to the institutionalization of a system
characterized by enormous and unjust income
and wealth distribution gaps - as is prevalent
today in Egypt.
In addition, this flaw leads to a corrupt
system that controls the affairs of governance
and directs decisions towards its own interest
to guarantee the continuity of its influence
and its dominance over the sources of wealth.
Therefore, free market economic policies
must coincide with a true democratic political
system that allows for fair competition,
encourages innovation, and that links the
rewards of production and its benefits with
work and development without favoritism.
Third: the free market system is distinct
in clarifying the role of the state and limiting
it to specific functions which strengthen
the state’s ability to carry out its duties in
a proper manner. This also helps ensure
accountability of consecutive governments
in an efficient manner. In a system that
adopts the free market, the role of the state
is as follows: policymaking, legislation,
monitoring performance, tracking results
without interference in management, offering
public services that cannot be provided by the
private sector such as defense and security,
investment in necessary infrastructure, the
erection of a social safety net that works
to protect those that have low incomes and
limited skills and abilities. Thus, this system
allows for fair sharing of the financial costs
associated with the development process,
whereby the state directs resources to carry

out the aforementioned tasks and the private
sector finances the production cycle and
various economic activity in the context of the
law and governing legislation.
Finally, successful international experiences indicate the importance of the state
creating an incentive system to encourage the
private sector to carry out its economic role in
parallel with its social responsibilities, which
guarantees the unity and cohesion of the society and creates a stable environment that in
turn allows the private sector to invest in an
environment of security and sustainable development.
In conclusion, my chief motives for
advocating the adoption of free market policies
are to meet the January 25th Revolution’s clear
political demands for the proper organization

of the affairs of governance, and the presence
of supervisory bodies that work in a qualified
and independent manner. It is a direction
that in my view fits with the desired political
freedom, and is able in the presence of a
proper infrastructure and solid economic and
social policies, to achieve comprehensive and
sustainable development for Egypt. Propelling
the country within a short period of time to
achieve a high economic rank commensurate
with the country’s huge resources and
capabilities and of the greatest benefit to all its
citizens.
Ahmed Kouchouk is the Deputy Director
and Executive Manager of the Macro-Fiscal
Policy Unit at the Egyptian Ministry of
Finance.

The “J-Curve” and Egypt
By Ahmed Saeed
In his recent book, The J-Curve, economist
Ian Bremmer describes the important but
counterintuitive and often ignored relationship
between a country’s stability and its openness.
He notes that “for a country that is ‘stable
because it’s closed’ to become a country that
is ‘stable because it’s open,’ it must go through
a transitional period of dangerous instability.”
He calls this process the J-Curve because the
path from closed stability to open stability
first dips, like the letter J, through increased

Photo by Nancy Abdel Messieh

instability before emerging into the ultimately
desired (and stable) utopia.
Egypt’s political transition into the
post-Mubarak era has been remarkably
smooth, considering the country’s legacy of
totalitarianism. The credit for this clearly
goes to the Egyptian people. But Egypt is
unfortunately still on the wrong side of the
J-Curve, and there will be many pressures
in the months and years ahead that increase
the likelihood of greater instability. How
the new government manages these
tensions will determine whether Egypt

emerges stronger or slips back towards a
repeat of old repressions.
The process of managing new tensions
is particularly important when it comes to
economic reform. For all the many obvious
tragedies of Hosni Mubarak’s three decade
rule, it is also clear that the platform of
economic reforms introduced in 2004-2005,
while clearly incomplete, has had a remarkable
impact in a relatively short period of time. In
2004, Egypt’s economy grew 4.5%. By 2008
this number was 7.2%, and Egypt managed
stable 5% growth in the face of the strong
economic headwinds of 2008-2010.
The Egyptian people are rightly focused
on the fact that unemployment fell only
slightly during this period, and that the
benefits of economic growth did not reach
the lower classes. But this only means that
the economic program was too little, too
late. It certainly does not mean that these
reforms were misdirected and that a new
and different path must be taken. But there
is a real risk that a new government will be
under pressure to reverse the trend towards
smaller government and lighter regulation
that provided the impetus for Egypt’s recent
economic robustness.
The international community can help
Egypt’s new political leadership navigate
through these difficulties. Clearly there is
much the international community can do to
help Egypt’s economy grow. Egypt currently

has almost $34 billion of foreign indebtedness,
and should push for comprehensive debt relief.
The level achieved by Iraq (80%) should
be possible for Egypt as well. In addition,
the United States and other countries can be
asked to support Egypt’s economic transition
through greater trade liberalization, ideally
through new free trade agreements. Also,
additional financial support could come from
a number of bilateral and multilateral donors,
including the IMF and the World Bank.
But as important as financial support will
be the role of the international community in
helping Egypt navigate the complexities of
the J-Curve. In this regard, the most important
thing the international community can do is
to ask the Egyptian government to develop
a home grown economic reform vision
that is fundamentally sound yet politically
realistic.
The international community
should support the implementation of such
a program through technical assistance, as
well as through financial assistance that is
clearly tied to benchmarks that are built into
the program. In this way, Egypt’s friends can
help the country stay on course and avoid the
many perils of the J-Curve.
Ahmed Saeed is a Managing Director
with Nomura, based in Dubai. Previously
he was a senior US Treasury Department
official with responsibility for the Middle
East and Africa.
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Are bad economies good for democracy?

By Charles Kenny

As the wave of democracy protests continues its spread across the Middle East, it
is not just regimes that are flailing. A cherished shibboleth of modernization theory that democratic development is the result of economic growth - is looking a little more
waterlogged, too. It wasn’t economic growth, after all, that pushed Tunisians, Egyptians, and
now Libyans and Yemenis out into the streets. Rather, what those countries share, aside from
autocratic regimes, is quite the opposite: Their recent economic performance was all too
stagnant.
At least since the work of American sociologist Seymour Martin Lipset half a century
ago - and probably since Karl Marx - the idea that wealth is the handmaiden of democracy
has been a received wisdom of political scientists everywhere. Recently, Harvard University
economist Benjamin Friedman has gone a step further in his book The Moral Consequences
of Economic Growth to suggest that continuously expanding incomes are a key factor in
maintaining inclusive democracies.
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But is it actually true that
countries that get richer get more
democratic? In the developing
countries of the Middle East and
North Africa, it certainly isn’t
miracle growth rates that lie behind
the stunning recent outburst of
fervor for political rights. Average
GDP per capita growth in the region
has limped along at a little higher
than 1 percent a year over the past
30 years (though it picked up some
in the last decade). And far from the
development of a large, independent
middle class of entrepreneurs, the
region has seen sclerotic privatesector growth, with business
opportunities limited to a privileged,
increasingly elderly elite. According
to the World Bank, the number of
registered firms per 1,000 people in
the Middle East and North Africa is
less than that in sub-Saharan Africa.
The average length of time people
in the region have to work before
being given a management position
is 14 years. In East Asia, it’s half
that.
The much more plausible story
linking economic performance
to political change in the region
is this one: Governments created
expectations in a bulging youth
population that they then singularly
failed to meet. College enrollment
in Egypt has climbed from 14 to 28
percent since 1990, and from 8 to 34
percent in Tunisia. Cairo University
alone has around 200,000 students.
But while educational opportunities
abound, the weak performance of
the economy ensures that jobs do
not.
Unemployment among 15 to
24 year olds in the Middle East
and North Africa is the highest of
any region in the world, averaging
more than 25 percent (in Egypt
and Tunisia the numbers are even
higher). And discontent with
limited opportunities will only be
spiked by rising food prices. To the
extent that economic performance

played a role in recent events, it
was by fanning a sense of injustice
at hardship - not by creating a class
of bourgeois de Tocqueville fans.
Nor is the Arab world an
outlier. While rich countries
everywhere are on balance more
democratic than poor ones, it
does not appear that getting richer
necessarily leads to more - or more
stable - democracy. In a 2009 study,
MIT economist Daron Acemoğlu
and colleagues demonstrated that
the apparently strong link between
income and measures of democracy
around the world at any one point
in time disappears when you look
at changes in income and rights
over time. They conclude that
“high levels of income per capita
do not promote transitions to
democracy from non-democracy,
nor do they forestall transitions to
non-democracy from democracy.”
In fact, if the last century’s
worth of global evidence suggests
anything, it is that countries seeing
a decline in incomes move toward
democracy considerably faster than
countries that have seen income
growth. The communist bloc
collapsed in the 1980s when growth
had slowed, not in the 1950s when
growth was rapid. India has grown

In fact, if the last
century’s worth of
global evidence suggests
anything, it is that
countries seeing a
decline in incomes
move toward democracy
considerably faster than
countries that have seen
income growth.
later and more slowly than China,
yet was democratic far earlier
and remains more democratic to
this day. (Indeed, Gandhi’s civil
disobedience movement first
got off the ground because poor
Indians couldn’t afford salt). Newly
independent African states moved
toward autocracy in the 1960s and
1970s, a period of comparatively
successful economic performance.
They moved back towards
democracy in the 1980s and 1990s,
when growth was markedly slower.
To say that recessions speed
along the fall of odious regimes is
not to say that they are a necessary
prerequisite for them; indeed, the
overall link between economic
shocks and political instability is
still subject to debate. Other factors,
including urbanization and vastly
improved communication - from

satellite TV to Facebook to Twitter
- have clearly played a role, as has
the simple fact of the willingness
of people in Egypt, Tunisia, and
elsewhere to brave violence in the
name of democratic reform.
In that regard, the Arab
world’s uprisings are the latest
manifestation of democracy
as the new normal, rather
than democracy as the natural
byproduct of wealth. Nowadays, if
you are going out to demonstrate
(and you aren’t in the employ of
an autocratic regime), you are
going out to protest in favor of
democratic change. Riots between
fascists and communists over
which totalitarian model should
be put in place of the kind that
occurred in prewar Germany are,
thank goodness, a thing of the
past. The percentage of people in
favor of the statement “democracy
may have its problems, but it’s
better than any other form of
government” in World Values
Surveys ranges from a low of 81
percent in the former Soviet Union
to 88 percent in the Middle East
and 92 percent in the West.
And while economic growth
doesn’t necessarily pave the way for
a democratic transition, people who
are agitating for the latter often have
a strong interest in encouraging the
former, too. The upheavals in the
Arab world demonstrate this as well
as anything: When a 26-year-old
man named Mohamed Bouazizi set
himself on fire in front of a Tunisian
government building in December,
he wasn’t demonstrating in favor
of democracy - he was protesting
his treatment by local officials and
police, which was keeping him
from running a fruit stall. The act
sparked the protests that brought
down President Zine el-Abidine Ben
Ali, and then rippled throughout the
region.
If a democratic Arab world can
provide greater opportunities for a
well-educated and dynamic young
population to compete for jobs and
markets on a level playing field, it
will create a path out of stagnation
- and turn modernization theory
on its head. And that may finally
address the complaints of the man
who started it all.
Charles Kenny is a Senior
Fellow at the Center for Global
Development.
Reproduced with permission
from Foreign Policy www.
foreignpolicy.com © The
Washington Post.
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The Arab Young and Restless
By Jeffrey D. Sachs

Many factors underlie the ongoing upheavals in the
Middle East: decades of corrupt and authoritarian rule,
increasingly literate and digitally-connected societies,
and skyrocketing world food prices. To top it off,
throughout the Middle East (as well as Sub-Saharan
Africa and most of South Asia), rapid population growth
is fueling enormous demographic pressures.
Egypt’s population, for example, more than doubled over
the course of Hosni Mubarak’s rule, from 42 million in 1980
to 85 million in 2010. This surge is all the more remarkable
given that Egypt is a desert country, its inhabitants packed
along the Nile. With no room to spread out, population
densities are rising to the breaking point. Cairo has become a
sprawling region of some 20 million people living cheek-byjowl with inadequate infrastructure.
Rapid population growth means a bulging youth
population. Indeed, half of Egypt’s population is under age
25. Egypt, like dozens of countries around the world, is facing
the extreme – and largely unmet – challenge of ensuring
productive and gainful employment for its young people.
Employment growth is simply not keeping up with this
population surge, at least not in the sense of decent jobs with
decent wages. The unemployment rate for young people (1524 years old) in North Africa and the Middle East is 30% or
more. The frustration of unemployed and under-employed
youth is now spilling over into the streets.
The problem of high youth
unemployment is certainly not
confined to the developing world,
however. In the United States, the
overall unemployment rate is around
9%, but among 18-25 year olds, it is
a staggering 19%. And this includes
only young people actually at work
or looking for work. Many more
have simply become discouraged
and dropped out of the labor force
entirely: not at school, not at work,
and not looking for work. They don’t
protest much, but many end up in
prison.
The world’s labor markets are
now interconnected. Young people
in countries as diverse as Egypt
and the US are in effect competing
with young Chinese and Indians for
jobs. China’s low-paid, reasonably
productive
manufacturing

workers and high-quality infrastructure (roads, power, ports, educational attainment and strong employment of young
and communications) has set the standard for competitiveness people having taken it from developing-country to highglobally. As a result, low-skilled workers in Egypt, the US, income status within one generation. And South Korea has
and other countries must either raise their productivity enough accomplished this feat in China’s intensely competitive
to compete at a decent wage, or accept extremely low pay or immediate neighborhood.
outright unemployment.
The US, by contrast, is a case
So creating decent jobs at
of failure, except for youth from
Middle Eastern countries
decent wages is at the heart of being
high-income households. American
internationally
competitive.
That
children raised in affluence succeed
should elaborate strategies
requires equipping workers with a good
in obtaining an excellent education
to improve the quality
education, strong on-the-job training,
and have good job prospects after a
and increase the length
and supportive infrastructure. While
bachelor’s degree. But, as the rich have
of schooling, invest in job
the private sector must create most of
successfully pressed for tax cuts and
the jobs, the public sector must create
reductions in government spending,
training, establish privatethe underlying conditions for high
children from poor and working-class
sector apprenticeships, and
productivity. That is a tall order.
households are far less likely to receive
develop small and mediumOnly one high-income region has
a high-quality education, and the US
sized businesses.
done a reasonably good job of preparing
government has failed to provide for
its youth, and its overall economy, for
training or adequate infrastructure.
tough global competition: Northern Europe, including Germany The result is a growing youth unemployment crisis among
and Scandinavia (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden). poor and working-class youth.
In these countries, public education is excellent, and the
The countries of North Africa and the Middle East should
transition from school to work often involves programs like the learn from East Asia and Northern Europe, and take pains to
apprenticeships for which Germany is especially famous.
avoid the failures of the US. If democracy is to take hold and
In developing countries, the main advances are found flourish in Egypt, Tunisia, and elsewhere in the Arab world,
in countries that emphasize excellence in education, public the new reform-minded governments must make the youth
investment in infrastructure, and serious on-the-job training. unemployment crisis their highest priority.
South Korea is probably the leading success story, with superb
Middle Eastern countries should elaborate strategies to
improve the quality and increase the length of schooling,
invest in job training, establish private-sector apprenticeships,
and develop small and medium-sized businesses. They should
identify key infrastructure projects needed to ensure privatesector productivity. And they must work together to deepen
regional trade integration, thereby creating a much larger
market.
The deposed authoritarian rulers – Tunisia’s Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali, Mubarak, and Libya’s Col. Muammar elQaddafi – stashed away billions of dollars stolen from the
public treasury. This ill-gotten money should be recovered
and put into a special fund for youth employment.
Moreover, with oil prices back above $100 per barrel,
the Gulf states are enjoying a bonanza. They, too, should
create a special fund for youth employment in the region
through the Islamic Development Bank. There can be no
better way to use the region’s resources than to ensure that
its young people’s lives are enriched by education, skills,
and high-quality jobs.

Minister ial Musical Chair s

Jeffrey D. Sachs is Professor of Economics and Director
of the Earth Institute at Columbia University.
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Top 8 Lessons to be Learned

from Benjamin Netanyahu’s Washington Visit
By Maggie Mitchell Salem
For too many years I’ve heard a common complaint from
friends in the region: Israel controls American politics. Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s May 2011 USA visit
undoubtedly reinforced that impression – from a standing
ovation in Congress to thunderous applause at AIPAC, the
American-Israeli lobby conference, it would seem that Israel
is in control.
What my Arab friends fail to understand is the valuable
lessons that Netanyahu offers if you only take a moment to
analyze what he’s doing – and why. So stop complaining, read
and think. It’s really very simple. Much easier than ending the
30 year reign of President Mubarak.
In reverse order of importance, saving the best for last,
here are the key lessons you can learn from Netanyahu’s
Washington visit (or, as I like to say, “How You Too Can Play
the American Political Game”):
#8: Be charming – you may think the Israeli PM has as
much warmth as a lizard. Yet when he wants to turn on that
high voltage smile, he does. And he was oozing charm – and
also strength - in Congress. He leaned forward, arms resting
on the podium, speaking almost informally, sending body
language that was unmistakably at ease. He knows them, they
know him and he showed off that rapport.
#7: Simple clear messages – don’t con-fuse your
audience with multiple talking points, UN Security Council
resolution numbers (few Americans know what they mean),
endless litany of grievances. Keep it simple. Very simple.
Netanyahu reinforced three key themes throughout his visit:
(1) security: 1967 borders are indefensible, no negotiating with
Hamas, tough stance on Iran (2) the Arab Spring means Israel
offers the U.S. stability in a region going through tremendous
change (3) the U.S. and Israel share common values, including
democracy.
#6: Welcome hecklers – when opponents interrupted
him during his AIPAC speech and his address to Congress,
he underscored the common democratic values that Israel and
the U.S. share. He joked that such an event could not happen
in Gaza, or in Tripoli or Tehran. Notice he didn’t add Cairo
or Tunis to that list. Your new president can now point out
that after decades of repression, Egyptians have found their
voice and he/she welcomes those outbursts as signs of the New
Egypt that has emerged.
#5: Strike a hardline position, then seem to be
conciliatory – immediately after President Obama’s Arab
Spring speech on May 19th, Netanyahu struck a public and
firm position that the 1967 borders were indefensible. He
said it over and over. Then, he seemed to offer a concession
saying that he “would be generous” in offering land for a new

Palestinian state. “Generous”??! As President
Obama pointed out and as everyone has known
since 2000, the outlines of the peace deal are
done. Crystal clear. Even the land swaps. So
Netanyahu’s seeming “generosity” may help his
staunch allies counter President Obama’s demands
for 1967 borders, but it’s a game. He draws a
hardline, offers nothing new, just a mirage-like
concession and, voila, he’s the good guy. Nicely
done.
#4: Don’t do all the talking – that’s what
you have friends for. From the Republican House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor to Democratic Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, Netanyahu has many
friends among the 535 members of Congress and
he can count on them to reiterate and reinforce key
messages. That’s why it’s so important that those
key messages be closely tied, as Israel’s are, to
core U.S. national security interests. Don’t expect
American legislators to stand up for your country’s
interests if these aren’t closely aligned with ours.
#3: If the facts aren’t in your favor, ignore
them – Netanyahu stubbornly maintains that
Israel’s one million Palestinian citizens are more
free than the 300 million in the rest of the Arab
world. The Arab Spring is leveling the playing field
yet he refuses to acknowledge it. Of course, Egypt
and Tunisia are transitioning to the democratic
nations they will become – but you’re on the road
and he will not acknowledge it. Which brings me
to my next lesson…
#2: Notice his Achilles Heel (and don’t
let it be yours) – Netanyahu will never admit
that Israel’s Palestinian citizens are treated like
second-class citizens. I should point out that they
do have the right to seek justice in Israeli courts.
Yet it is sadly quite true that they have difficulty
securing jobs, building or expanding their homes, and receive
fewer services. Egypt can do better with its minorities. And
must. Celebrate diversity, embrace Copts (among others)
and refute the claims made by Mubarak’s supporters and
other detractors, including Netanyahu, that the Tahrir Square
Nation will not protect these groups. President Obama
reminded us, “In Tahrir Square, we heard Egyptians from
all walks of life chant, ‘Muslims, Christians, we are one.’
America will work to see that this spirit prevails – that all
faiths are respected, and that bridges are built among them.”
Take advantage of that offer.
#1: Leave DC, get to know real Americans: Yes,
Netanyahu spoke to two audiences in Washington but he projected

far beyond the road that rings the city: the people there came
from or represented constituents 10 to 5,000 miles away. Israel
has consulates in many major U.S. cities and they are active.
Their diplomats are in touch with local papers, TV stations,
speak to local civic and religious groups, many have studied or
lived in the U.S previously. They know the country. Egyptian
diplomats have done very well in the past; here I would highlight
Amb. Nabil Fahmy’s outstanding service and dedication. He
understood Americans very well and could accurately interpret
American politics for Cairo. He had a number of superb senior
diplomats working with him. Many more are needed.
Maggie Mitchell Salem is Executive Director of the Qatar
Foundation International and was a former Special Assistant to US
Secretary of State Madeleine K Albright.

The Boat
By Olva Tito
I humbly speak on behalf
of the boat. I am the liberalist
struggling for freedom. Only I
have the right to speak on behalf
of all passengers on the boat.
No, please. Let me speak.
Only I have the right to speak
for the boat’s passengers. I am
the Muslim Brother who spent
18 days in Tahrir Square when
you sat in air-conditioned
rooms talking to satellite
channels.
No no no. No one speaks in
our name. We are the youth of
the revolution. We were the ones

killed on January 25th when the
Muslim Brothers refused to take
part.
Everyone, please be quiet.
We are the Salafis. We know
the faith and master its tenets.
No secularist or liberalist
can rule our nation. We want
God’s Sharia as set forth in
the Quran. Our country is an
Islamic state. We are most
qualified to speak on behalf of
the Muslims.
Why do you speak on our
behalf? Everyone wants to rules
over us. We are the Copts of the
boat. We came first and you are
the occupiers. No one speaks

in our name. Coptic means
Egyptian. Please remain silent
and listen as we speak.
The heated debate continues
among the fellow travelers as
they struggle over who should
speak and who should have
the final say. Suddenly, a caller
from the far tip of the boat yells.
O passengers on the boat, we
approach a deadly whirlpool
in the deep sea. Please help. I
cannot fight the waves alone. O
people. You, your children, your
possessions, your food, and your
businesses are all in danger. We
face high waves in the world’s
deadliest seas. Who shall step

forth? O people. If you do not
unite we shall drown. If you
fight we shall fail.
The shouting came to a halt.
Everyone exchanged gazes.
They began to understand that
possible death was nearing.
Only then did they stop fighting.
Only then did they start joining
hands to alter the boat’s course
towards safe shores. Will the
travelers be successful? Will
they escape the storm?
Olva Tito is an IT Engineer, a
political activist as well as writer
http://olvatito.wordpress.com
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The Middle East’s Feminist Revolution
Naomi Wolf argues that when women
change, everything changes, and women in
the Muslim world are changing radically.
Among the most prevalent Western stereotypes about
Muslim countries are those concerning Muslim women:
doe-eyed, veiled, and submissive, exotically silent, gauzy
inhabitants of imagined harems, closeted behind rigid gender
roles. So where were these women in Tunisia and Egypt?
In both countries, women protesters were nothing like the
Western stereotype: they were front and center, in news clips
and on Facebook forums, and even in the leadership. In Egypt’s
Tahrir Square, women volunteers, some accompanied by
children, worked steadily to support the protests – helping with
security, communications, and shelter. Many commentators
credited the great numbers of women and children with the
remarkable overall peacefulness of the protesters in the face of
grave provocations.
Other citizen reporters in Tahrir Square – and virtually
anyone with a cell phone could become one – noted
that the masses of women involved in the protests were
demographically inclusive. Many wore headscarves and other
signs of religious conservatism, while others reveled in the
freedom to kiss a friend or smoke a cigarette in public.
But women were not serving only as support workers, the
habitual role to which they are relegated in protest movements,
from those of the 1960s to the recent student riots in the United
Kingdom. Egyptian women also organized, strategized, and
reported the events. Bloggers such as Leil Zahra Mortada took
grave risks to keep the world informed daily of the scene in
Tahrir Square and elsewhere.
The role of women in the great upheaval in the Middle
East has been woefully under-analyzed. Women in Egypt did
not just “join” the protests – they were a leading force behind
the cultural evolution that made the protests inevitable. And
what is true for Egypt is true, to a greater and lesser extent,
throughout the Arab world. When women change, everything
changes, and women in the Muslim world are changing
radically.
The greatest shift is educational. Two generations ago,
only a small minority of the daughters of the elite received a
university education. Today, women account for more than half
of the students at Egyptian universities. They are being trained

Priorities, Priorities, Priorities
The Investigative Authority:
It has always been puzzling, and
in fact seemed akin to asking the
wolf to guard the hen house, how,
over the past 12 months, we have
seemed completely comfortable
referring all of the injustices that
have been uncovered to the existing
Public Prosecutors office. All the
while, we have been unrealistically
hoping that somehow the same
individuals that functioned as the
vanguard of ensuring politically
motivated judicial outcomes under
the former regime, and indeed were
appointed by the former regime,
would suddenly do an aboutface and become the strong and
motivated advocates of uncovering
and pursuing all the injustice
committed by the deposed regime.
Wishful Thinking and Hope Against
Hope.
Therefore, the senior leadership,
and only the senior leadership, of the
Investigative Authority (IA) should
immediately be replaced in its
entirety. The appointment process
of new Investigative Authority
leaders should then be divided
into three completely separate

to use power in ways that their grandmothers could
scarcely have imagined: publishing newspapers
(as Sanaa el Seif did, in defiance of a government
order to cease operating); campaigning for
student leadership posts; fundraising for student
organizations; and running meetings.
Indeed, a substantial minority of young
women in Egypt and other Arab countries have
now spent their formative years thinking critically
in mixed-gender environments, and even publicly
challenging male professors in the classroom. It
is far easier to tyrannize a population when half
are poorly educated and trained to be submissive.
But, as Westerners should know from their own
historical experience, once you educate women,
democratic agitation is likely to accompany the
massive cultural shift that follows.
The nature of social media, too, has helped
turn women into protest leaders. Having taught
leadership skills to women for more than a decade,
I know how difficult it is to get them to stand up and speak out
in a hierarchical organizational structure. Likewise, women
tend to avoid the figurehead status that traditional protest has
in the past imposed on certain activists – almost invariably a
hotheaded young man with a megaphone.
In such contexts – with a stage, a spotlight, and a
spokesperson – women often shy away from leadership roles.
But social media, through the very nature of the technology,
have changed what leadership looks and feels like today.
Facebook mimics the way many women choose to experience
social reality, with connections between people just as
important as individual dominance or control, if not more so.
You can be a powerful leader on Facebook just by creating
a really big “us.” Or you can stay the same size, conceptually,
as everyone else on your page – you don’t have to assert your
dominance or authority. The structure of Facebook’s interface
creates what brick-and-mortar institutions, despite 30 years of
feminist pressure, have failed to provide: a context in which
women’s ability to forge a powerful “us” and engage in a
leadership of service can advance the cause of freedom and
justice worldwide.
Of course, Facebook cannot reduce the risks of protest.
But, however violent the immediate future in the Middle East
may be, the historical record of what happens when educated
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women participate in freedom movements suggests that those
in the region who would like to maintain iron-fisted rule are
finished.
Just when France began its rebellion in 1789, Mary
Wollstonecraft, who had been caught up in witnessing it, wrote
her manifesto for women’s liberation. After educated women
in America helped fight for the abolition of slavery, they put
female suffrage on the agenda. After they were told in the
1960s that “the position of women in the movement is prone,”
they generated “second wave” feminism – a movement born of
women’s new skills and old frustrations.
Time and again, once women have fought the other battles
for freedom of their day, they have moved on to advocate
for their own rights. And, since feminism is simply a logical
extension of democracy, the Middle East’s despots are facing
a situation in which it will be almost impossible to force these
awakened women to stop their fight for freedom – their own
and that of their communities.
Naomi Wolf is a political activist and social critic whose
most recent book is “Give Me Liberty: A Handbook for
American Revolutionaries.”
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steps – Nomination, Confirmation,
and Oversight – and each step has
to be entrusted to a separate body.
While the Executive Branch could
function as the Nominating body,
it absolutely must not have any
role in either the Confirmation or
the Oversight process. The latter
two steps must be carried out by
the Parliament and the Supreme
Judiciary Council (SJC); ideally
with the Parliament, through its
judiciary committee, playing the
Confirmation role and the SJC
playing the Oversight role. Again,
these changes should only go as
deep as the senior leadership of the
IA, as countless studies and practical
experience have demonstrated that
to effect change in any organization,
in the vast majority of cases it is
sufficient to replace the senior
leadership, and then the rest of the
organization quickly adapts to and
adopts the new culture, dictates,
directives, etc. introduced by the
new leadership.
The Judiciary:
The “Judges Club” (Nadee
el Quda2) has issued a set of
recommendations that, if followed,

will go a long way to achieving
the independence of the judiciary.
These steps must be implemented
immediately, and the highlights are
as follows:
1. The Minister of Justice (MOJ)
should have no authority or
influence over the appointment,
promotion, or dismissal of judges;
2. The Minister of Justice should
have no involvement in the
allocation of which case is to be
tried by which judge;
3. The Minister of Justice
should have no involvement in
the allocation of the “temporary
assignments” (intidabat and
i-arat) (either in Egypt or
internationally) that are provided
to judges, which often form the
basis for lucrative short-term
assignments;
4. Members of the SJC are to
be elected by their peers in the
judiciary.
Effectively, the MOJ should
have no influence on the lives or
careers of judges and should have
no involvement in any aspect of
cases and jurisprudence. His or
her role should be focused on
representing and reflecting the

needs and concerns of the judiciary
and the judicial bureaucracy in front
of Parliament.
The SJC should have the
primary responsibility for the career
progression of judges, with a limited
oversight function to be exercised
by the Parliament to ensure there is
accountability – but no influence –
on SJC.
No one should have any
involvement in the allocation of
cases among judges, it should be
a non-discretionary process. And
finally, the SCJ should be the party
responsible for the allocation of the
“temporary assignments.”
Of course there are far
more details to the proposed
recommendations. However, these
summarize the absolute basic
steps that must be implemented
immediately in order to ensure
the effectiveness, integrity, and
independence of the Judicial Branch
of government.
So yes, let us debate and discuss
the priorities of a new Egypt. And
let us form a national consensus
about the society we want to build;
but let us do so with the first and
most fundamental step being to

deliver to every citizen, regardless
of status, gender, background,
religion, creed, or race, the absolute
guarantee and assurance that they
have the complete and unconditional
protection of their rights, and
regardless of who the transgressor
may be, they will be able to seek and
achieve true justice. Justice is the
only and final guarantor that we are
never again in a situation where the
battles fought and the achievements
made to construct an equitable and
fair country, where each and every
one of us can live in dignity and
with self-respect, are subject to the
arbitrary whim of any individual or
institution and will be sustained far
into the future.
Without enshrined justice, we
will always be at risk of losing any
gains made along our journey to
establishing the new Egypt. The
very foundation of any society
is justice – this is not simply a
demand of the January 25th, 2011
revolution, this needs to be the first
demand of new Egypt.
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Replacing Humiliation with Dignity
From Libya to Turkey, the will of the people has revived a sense of common destiny
By Ahmet Davutoğlu,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Turkey

The wave of revolutions in the Arab world was spontaneous.
But it also had to happen. They were necessary in order to
restore the natural flow of history. In our region – west Asia
and the south Mediterranean – there were two abnormalities
in the last century: first, colonialism in the 1930s, 40s and
50s that divided the region into colonial entities, and severed
the natural links between peoples and communities. For
example, Syria was a French colony and Iraq a British one,
so the historical and economic links between Damascus and
Baghdad were cut.
The second abnormality was the cold war, which added
a further division: countries that had lived together for
centuries became enemies, like Turkey and Syria. We were
in NATO; Syria was pro-Soviet. Our border became not a
border between two nation states, but the border between two
blocs. Yemen was likewise divided.
Now it is time to naturalise
the flow of history. I see all these
revolutions as a delayed process
that should have happened in
the late 80s and 90s as in eastern
Europe. It did not because some
argued that Arab societies didn’t
deserve democracy, and needed
authoritarian regimes to preserve
the status quo and prevent Islamist
radicalism. Some countries and
leaders who were proud of their
own democracy, insisted that
democracy in the Middle East
would threaten security in our
region.
Now we are saying all together:
no. An ordinary Turk, an ordinary
Arab, an ordinary Tunisian can
change history. We believe that
democracy is good, and that our
people deserve it. This is a natural
flow of history. Everybody must
respect this will of the people.
If we fail to understand that
there is a need to reconnect
societies, communities, tribes and
ethnicities in our region, we will
lose the momentum of history.
Our future is our sense of common
destiny. All of us in the region have
a common destiny.
Now, if this transformation is a
natural flow of the history, then how
should we respond? First, we need
an emergency plan to save people’s
lives, to prevent disaster. Second,
we need to normalise life. And
finally, we need to reconstruct and
restore the political systems in our
region, just as we would rebuild our
houses after a tsunami.
But in order to undertake that
restoration, we need a plan, a vision.
And we need the self-confidence to
do it – the self-confidence to say:
this region is ours, and we will be
the rebuilders of it. But for all this

to happen, we must be clear about
the basic principles that we have to
follow.
First, we need to trust the
masses in our region, who want
respect and dignity. This is the
critical concept today: dignity. For
decades we have been insulted. For
decades we have been humiliated.
Now we want dignity. That is what
the young people in Tahrir Square
demanded. After listening to them,
I became much more optimistic
for the future. That generation is
the future of Egypt. They know
what they want. This is a new
momentum in our region, and it
should be respected.
The second principle is that
change and transformation are a
necessity, not a choice. If history
flows and you try to resist it, you
will lose. No leader, however

First, we need to trust
the masses in our region,
who want respect and
dignity.
Second, change and
transformation are a
necessity, not a choice.
Third, this change must
be peaceful – security
and freedom are not
alternatives
Fourth, we need
transparency,
accountability, human
rights and the rule of law

charismatic, can stop the flow of
history. Now it is time for change.
Nobody should cling to the old cold
war logic. Nobody should argue that
only a particular regime or person
can guarantee a country’s stability.
The only guarantee of stability is the
people.
Third, this change must be
peaceful – security and freedom are
not alternatives; we need both. In
this region we are fed up with civil
wars, and tension. All of us have to
act wisely without creating violence
or civil strife between brothers and
sisters. We have to make this change
possible with the same spirit of
common destiny.
Fourth, we need transparency,
accountability, human rights and the
rule of law, and to protect our social
and state institutions. Revolution
does not mean destruction. The
Egyptian case is a good example the army acted very wisely not to
confront the people. But if there
is no clear separation between the
military and civilian roles of the
political institutions, you may face
problems. I am impressed by Field
Marshal Tantawi’s [Chairman of
the Egyptian Supreme Council of
Armed Forces] decision to deliver
power to the civilian authority as
soon as possible.
Finally, the territorial integrity

of our countries and the region
must be protected. The legal status
and territorial integrity of states
including Libya and Yemen should
be protected. During colonialism
and the cold war we had enough
divisions, enough separations.
This process must be led by
the people of each country, but
there should be regional ownership.
This is our region. Intellectuals,
opinion-makers, politicians of this
region should come together more
frequently in order to decide what
should happen in our region in the
future. We are linked to each other
for centuries to come.
Whatever happens in Egypt,
in Libya, in Yemen, in Iraq or in
Lebanon affects us all. Therefore
we should show solidarity with the
people of these countries. There
should be more regional forums,
for politicians and leaders, for
intellectuals, for the media.
Usually the “Middle East” –
an orientalist term – is regarded as
synonymous with tensions, conflicts
and underdevelopment. But our
region has been the centre of
civilisation for millennia, leading to
strong traditions of political order in
which multicultural environments
flourish. In addition to this
civilisational and political heritage,
we have sufficient economic

resources today to make our region
a global centre of gravity.
Now it is time to make historic
reassessments in order to transform
our region into one of stability,
freedom,
prosperity,
cultural
revival and co-existence. In this
new regional order there should
be less violence and fewer barriers
between countries, societies and
sects. But there should be more
economic interdependency, more
political dialogue and more cultural
interaction.
Today the search for a new
global order is under way. After
the international financial crisis,
we need to develop an economic
order based on justice, and a social
order based on respect and dignity.
And this region – our region – can
contribute to the formation of this
emerging new order: a global,
political, economic and cultural
new order.
Our responsibility is to open the
way for this new generation, and to
build a new region over the coming
decade that will be specified by the
will of its people.
This is an edited extract of a
speech Ahmet Davutoğlu delivered
at the sixth Al-Jazeera forum in
Doha.
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As they work to create a
democratic constitution,
Egypt’s new leaders could
learn from post-apartheid
South Africa, writes F. W.
de Klerk, former President
of South Africa and Nobel
Peace Prize winner
Recent developments in Tunisia, Egypt,
and increasingly throughout the rest of the
Arab world have certainly been encouraging,
and they raise the critical question of what
happens next. How will these states be able
to make the transition from the discredited
authoritarian regimes of the old order to
the new, democratic systems that people
throughout the region are demanding?
The problem is that authoritarian regimes,
by definition, do not possess the mechanisms
necessary for peaceful democratic transitions.
There is generally no constitutional
framework for genuine democracy, and
political opinion has been repressed for so
long that nobody really knows which group or
party enjoys genuine support.
The obvious solution is to hold an
election - but with which participants, on
what basis, and within what constitutional
framework?
South Africa’s constitutional negotiations
in the early 1990s may provide an instructive
example for these new democracies to
study. During the South African process,
parties with long histories of hostility and
suspicion came together and forged a new
constitutional system under the most difficult
circumstances. The negotiations included
both the African National Congress (ANC)
led by Nelson Mandela, and its traditional
arch-opponent, the ruling National Party,
under my leadership. Other participants
included the Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom
Party (IFP), the South African Communist
Party, and parties representing the 10 black
“bantustan” governments that had been
established under apartheid.
Selecting the players for constitutional
debates won’t be quite so easy in Egypt.
Change in South Africa had been expected
for years. It was a foregone conclusion
that the ANC, representing most blacks,
would win the first democratic election. In
Egypt, however, change came unexpectedly
- and nobody knows whether the Muslim
Brotherhood, the left, or the present ruling
party will emerge as the dominant group.
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Making a Democracy

Nonetheless, the South African experience
demonstrates the necessity of inclusion.
Despite repeated crises and walkouts,
these talks succeeded in producing a
nonracial, democratic constitution that is
widely regarded as one of the best in the
world. How did we do it?
The negotiations had three distinct
phases.
The first, preparatory, phase followed
my speech to Parliament on Feb. 2, 1990,
during which I announced the formal end of
the apartheid system and Mandela’s release
from prison nine days later. This phase
included three preliminary meetings in Cape
Town and Pretoria that dealt primarily with
granting immunity to ANC rebels to enable
them to return from exile and suspend the
group’s decades of armed struggle. In Egypt
it will also be necessary to determine how
previously proscribed groups, like the Muslim
Brotherhood, will participate in the transition.
The preparatory talks also dealt with the
escalating racial violence that presented a
serious obstacle throughout the negotiations.
We addressed the problem by adopting a
National Peace Accord on Sept. 14, 1991.
The accord established a National Peace
Secretariat, a National Peace Committee
comprising all the accord signatories, and
a National Peace Commission under the
chairmanship of Judge Richard Goldstone,
chief justice of the Supreme Court, to
investigate and report on violence and
intimidation.
The second phase of the negotiations,
the multiparty Convention for a Democratic
South Africa (CODESA) talks, commenced
on December 21, 1991, with the adoption
of a declaration of intent. The declaration
sketched the broad outline of the kind of
state that all the parties wanted, including:
a united, democratic, nonracial and
nonsexist political system; a constitution
guarded over by an impartial judiciary; a
multiparty democracy based on proportional
representation; separation of powers
with appropriate checks and balances;
acknowledgement of South Africa’s diverse
languages, cultures, and relations; and a Bill
of Rights with equality of all before the law.
The CODESA negotiations dealt with
myriad thorny issues, including the creation
of a media and political climate to allow
free participation, the reincorporation of
black homelands, and ensuring free and fair
elections. By far the toughest negotiations
involved setting up the new constitution. The
main problem was the ANC’s insistence that

the constitution should be drawn up by a duly
elected national convention, while minority
parties maintained that agreement on the
constitution should precede the first elections.
The impasse was resolved toward the end
of the process by the ingenious device of
adopting an interim constitution under the
terms of which the first election would be
held. The newly elected Parliament would
then adopt a final constitution. To allay
minority fears, the final constitution would
also have to comply with 35 immutable
constitutional principles.
On June 17, 1992, constitutional talks
collapsed over failure to reach agreement on
the percentages by which the final document
would have to be adopted - and because of
escalating violence. It was widely suspected
that ANC leaders were under pressure from
the group’s more radical elements about the
concessions they were making during the
negotiations. The walkout may have been
a means to calm down these aggressive
factions so that the process could move
forward. I don’t believe ANC leaders ever
truly meant to derail the process, though
publicly they said they would make the
country ungovernable through mass action.
Eventually the talks resumed without drastic
measures such as imposing martial law,
thereby demonstrating the importance of
patience, even under the most trying of
political deadlocks.
On September 26, 1992, the government
and the ANC opened the way to the
resumption of negotiations by adopting a
“record of understanding” that endorsed
most of the agreements that had been reached
during the CODESA process. One of the main
problems we experienced was maintaining the
inclusivity of the process. As soon as the ANC
returned to the talks, the IFP and right-wing
parties walked out and did not return until the
eve of the elections. It will also be essential
to ensure that whatever happens in Egypt, the
process includes all parties with significant
support.
The final phase of the negotiations
consisted of a multiparty negotiating process,
which reached agreement on an interim
constitution and the mechanisms required for
free and fair elections. It was agreed that the
final constitution would have to be adopted
by a two-thirds majority of the newly elected
parliament, failing which it would have to
be approved by a 60 percent majority in a
national referendum. The interim constitution
was approved by the negotiating forum
on Nov. 18 and adopted by Parliament on
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December 22. The first national democratic
elections took place on April 27, 1994, and
ushered in South Africa’s present nonracial
constitutional democracy.
The process could not have been a success
without a number of key factors. First, the
South African political system was operating
under a constitution throughout the entire
process - whereas the situation in Egypt
following former President Hosni Mubarak’s
resignation is still unclear. That kind of
continuity meant that there was no hiatus in
the functioning of the courts, public services,
commercial agreements, or property rights.
Second, the process was entirely South
African. We did not require the intervention
or mediation of any foreign powers - though
their support for the process was often
invaluable. Homegrown solutions are often
more durable than those that are imported or
imposed from abroad.
Third, we benefited from the support of
outside constitutional advisors, who were
often academics and legal experts. All parties
welcomed the impartiality of these advisors,
enabling them to resolve deadlocks that arose
from time to time.
Finally, it helped a great deal to have a
man of Nelson Mandela’s stature as a partner
in the process. Following the assassination
of Chris Hani, leader of the South African
Communist Party on April 10, 1993, Mandela
played an indispensable role in calming his
followers and preventing widespread conflict.
Although our relationship was often severely
strained, such as when he publicly and
wrongly accused me of supporting violence
by security forces against unarmed protesters,
from the beginning we both believed that
there was a basis for trust and productive
cooperation. We remain friends to this day.
It’s unclear whether there are any leaders
of Mandela’s stature within the Egyptian
opposition movement, but his would be a fine
example to follow.
The current situation in Egypt is, of
course, sui generis. It remains to be seen
which individuals and parties will emerge as
leaders. Clearly, the armed forces will need to
play a crucial role in creating and protecting
the arena for political transition. But what
will happen after that? To the extent that our
experience is at all relevant to the historic
transformation process under way in the Arab
world, South Africans will be happy to help.
Reproduced with permission from
Foreign Policy www.foreignpolicy.com ©
The Washington Post.
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Creating Sustainability Leadership – The Key to the Arab World’s Future
Samer Salty wonders what position
will Arab countries have in the world and
will they be able to catch up? What will
it take to become competitive?
If technology is the indicator of leadership
in the world, can the Arab world ever catch
up? Can the Arab world lead? What is the
next edge beyond technology? Can we
leapfrog?
In this article I would like to project a
new vision that allows for the answer YES,
the Arab world can leapfrog. As I look at
the next 50 years, I argue that the ownership
of technology will no longer be the driver
for leadership. I believe we are embarking
on a new approach where leadership in the
world will only be measured in terms of
sustainability.
As I look at what is happening in the
Arab world I get the sense of excitement,
hope and prospect for a better world. I am
optimistic that things will be better. However,
the next question that crosses my mind is
what position will Arab countries have in
the world and will they be able to catch up?
What will it take to become competitive? As
I observe the changes that are taking place in
the world, their speed of development and
the nature of competitiveness, I get a heavy
feeling of despair. It appears that countries
with a technology edge will continue to have
the lead and drive the world in the foreseeable
future. I get the feeling of hopelessness that
we will not be able to catch up in the next 50
years and beyond let alone become a leading
region. My hopelessness increases as I know
that oil will run out and Arab economies are
still relying directly and indirectly on oil
exports.
Then my natural optimism and refusal to
accept hopelessness, and the strong belief that
there is a path forward start to push toward an

alternative way of thinking. Leapfrogging is
possible with new thinking and the acceptance
that things can happen in ways that are very
different from the traditional paths.
During my college days in the
early eighties, I focused on fibre optic
communication as I believed it is a way
for the developing world to leapfrog in
communication bypassing the limited copper
based cables and providing a vastly better
communications infrastructure.
During
my graduate studies in the early nineties,
I wrote a case study on mobile telephony
replacing physical lines for many parts of the
developing world allowing the catch up and
leapfrog. Although both of these scenarios are
limited to physical communication capability,
recently I have been asking the question: who
are going to be the winners in the world (all
developed and developing)? What approach
allows people or nations to leapfrog ahead?

If Apple Computer does not innovate within country’s resource usage even if it is oil rich,
months constantly, how far behind they will because it is sustainable. A legal system that
be? If they can’t do it for two years will this protects the right of ownership and the human
giant disappear? What is the next edge beyond right of an individual can only be good if it
technology? What should the
is sustainable. A company
that integrates its products
Arab world and Egypt as
its most populous country
and services within the
The Arab world has
focus on to have an edge and
community for the benefit
the opportunity to
of a community whether
leapfrog?
re-launch itself as the locally or globally is a
One answer comes to
mind: approaching every leader in sustainability. more entrenched company
development whether, social,
that is difficult to unseat.
The concept of
legal, political, educational,
If ownership comes with a
sustainability is
to protect the
financial, human, locally or
strongly aligned with responsibility
globally with a long term
interests of all stakeholders
sustainable solution.
For historical Arab culture and not just the roster of
and with religion
example, democracy is good
shareholders then it is a
not just because it provides
sustainable business with a
representation for every
higher potential survival in
individual but also because it is sustainable. the long term. Sustainability touches every
Renewable energy is a foundation for a aspect of our life and defacto leads to the
understanding of global citizenship.
Sustainability and its potential is an
evolving approach. Nonetheless, The Arab
world has the opportunity to re-launch itself
as the leader in sustainability. The concept
of sustainability is strongly aligned with
historical Arab culture and with religion. It
is something that can be felt, developed,
nurtured, communicated, intrinsic to day to
day life at the individual, family, community,
city, country, region, and global levels. It
will be a path that Arab countries with their
new Jasmine and other revolutions can take
by writing the rules, implementing them,
showing the world their value and teaching
others how it can be done. Catching up may
not be an available option; leapfrogging may
be the only solution and sustainability is its
path.
Samer Salty is the CEO of Zouk, Euorpe’s
largest dedicated clean technology fund.
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Plugging into the World

Cont’d from page 1

fourth great drama - global social realignment.
Social realignment is aided by technology, both the mass media
of television and the connectivity of the internet. Most colleagues
in our industry would say technology has had an accelerating factor.
What the streets of Cairo show is that a much more fundamental
change has taken place, from people who want their voices heard
now, who want change now, who are willing to give up personal life
now to pursue this kind of change. This is painful, but enormously
charismatic and aspirational. You will succeed to the degree that you
can maintain the participation of those who are working with you
now, and to the degree you can extend, strengthen, and enhance the
coalition for change you’re building.
Here’s what we recommend:
Recruit brands. Make a list of the world’s top brands that have
self-determination as part of their brand character. For example, in
the tech space we would identify both Apple and RIM/Blackberry
as standing up for the freedom and security of their users. Make
your own list. Write to these brands, ask them how they can become
involved. Offer them ideas, but listen to their suggestions.
Put together a team of 100 “ambassadors,” your most articulate
and engaging representatives. Offer sponsorships to enable them to
be hosted to tell the story.
Make films.... not just for your own people, but for the extended
diaspora. Your target audience is “us” - the part of all of us that is
anxious about excessive concentration of power.
Get academic “brands” involved. You need premiere brands
from the UK and the USA. Approach Stanford University and
University of Cambridge looking to build a joint transition culture

programme. As mentioned, you are going to invent new systems to
deal with new problems. You should have an academic partner to
help capture this work and spread the word.
Tap into the global leadership and change community. What
kind of leadership skills are required for New Egypt to succeed?
Who will lead New Egypt? How can you continue to work together,
incorporating new allies, with differences, into a common project?
Finally, treat New Egypt like a brand. It’s not too early to form
a national brand committee. You don’t need to pay for consultants
to help. You’ve already got a powerful start – a brand that, in our
view, symbolizes energy, positive change, peaceful change, and the
importance of the individual. But it’s not about our view: it’s much
more about deciding what you want the rest of us to feel about Egypt,
living that, and creating engagements like the above to bring this to
life.
Last, practice radical openness. This process will be imperfect,
subject to personality disorder, confusion, ignorance, polarization in other words it will be a very human process! Acknowledge the
imperfections, acknowledge that this is an invention – a new way of
doing – open up the discussion, commit to a way ahead that engages
the positive energies of the world.
Dana and I look forward to hearing more, and if there’s a way we
can help, we will.
Dana Eyre advises on social analysis, strategic communications
and in peace building and conflict transformation activities.
Mark Linder is the director of sector reputation at Bell-Pottinger
Sans Frontières
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Do I Still Believe?

O’ Mother
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By Ali Hishaam
As was his custom on Mondays, he walked to his Chemistry study
group. He held his open book in hand and read closely the material for
the day…
An old woman groaned.
“(Sigh) Someone help me, someone take my hand.”
Tarek quickly set down his books and rushed towards the old lady.
“Give me your hand o’ mother (using a common polite Egyptian
address to older women).”
The old woman turned towards him, stared in disapproval, and
yelled.
“Your mother?? Who’re you calling your mother?? May God curse you
and this mother of yours. Your mother?? Do I even know you?? Let go of
my hand. Let go.”
He stared back, confused, and said calmly:
“I’m sorry o’ mother”
“You say it again?? Why do you think you can call me your mother?
And why do you apologize?? Did you insult me to say you’re sorry??
Can you even dare and insult me?? I hope your likes vanish from the
Earth. Such an annoying kid.”
Tarek gently released her hand and resumed walking to his study
group in shock. Everyone on the street witnessed the strange encounter.
Amazed, they all walked away from the old woman wishing not to suffer
his same fate.
Standing in the middle of the street, the old woman groaned again.
“Why isn’t anyone helping me?? That’s what we gained from this
revolution. All the young men just lost their manners!”
Ali Hishaam is a 14 year old author. He began writing in 2008 and has
published his work in Al Dostour and Al-Badeel. His writings can be found at
www.kobbaya25.blogspot.com

Lacrimosa
way to economic, social and urban
planning, which are all missing or
dysfunctional. And this isn’t new
and it shouldn’t come as a surprise
to anybody. It was all not addressed
for the longest time, and when it
was addressed it was done in the
most reactionary way possible.
There was no accountability, hence
there was no advancement. More
than anything, this revolution is
about holding your government
accountable, and unfortunately
your only weapon, to ensure that
some accountability is achieved and
some progress is made, is pressure
through demonstrations. Still.
Sorry Mom… Sorry Dad…..
Sorry General Population: we don’t
mean to upset you by confronting
you with your problems. If we
only can just wish them away. You
are forced into this game of Tahrir,
where the general population
just wants peace and quiet, while
change only happens through
pressure applied there. So, you
always end up going there because
that’s the pattern and you want

us to craft a better future that is
worthy of Egypt. Self-confidence, a
long forgotten trait of the Egyptian
character has reappeared, and with
it came a strong sense of “Yes We
Can” empowerment.
Yet as revolutions uncover the
pent-up emotions they not only bring
out the best in us, they also expose the
worst; and true enough - violence and
religious fundamentalism became
prevalent. However, unlike our newly
discovered spirit, these negatives
have always been there, thriving
under the previous regime that used
them to scare us into submission.
And scary they are, for they are lethal
poisons that regress the society to the
primitive times where brutal force is
the only communication mechanism
and where there is no respect for
basic human rights. But as a true
believer in the ultimate goodness of
the human consciousness I trust that
tolerance, acceptance and respect for
the sanctity of life shall prevail and
that a strong antidote of education
and social justice will cure us. It
will take years to overcome but the
journey starts with us acknowledging
the elephant that is in the room - and
standing up to it.
I believe that the current sense of
unease, which partially inspired the
original question, is because we have
not started the journey; we have not
yet identified the leadership that can
vocalize our vision and energize us
into implementation. We are at a time
where everybody has an opinion but
nobody has a plan; where presidential
candidates think that they can win
elections by saying that they believe
in a civil state and in democracy.
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The only plan available is that of
the Muslim Brotherhood but it is
tarnished, and as a historically covert
command and control movement
they are finding it very difficult to
change democratically under the
limelight. Yet we should not forget
the importance of timing, I for one,
believe that this vacuum we are
experiencing will yield the leaders
we seek, for they are out there today,
empowered by the revolution, aware
of the people’s suffering, honing
their vision and soon, very soon,
they will stand up and acknowledge
their responsibility towards leading
us towards the Egypt we know we
can be. All that is required
is for time to present them
with the seminal event
which will incite them into
movement … and it shall
come.
So today as I mull over
the question - Am I still
happy to have been part of
the revolution, even after I
walked into my mother’s
home to find her violently
murdered at the hands of a
petty thief who, encouraged
by the curfew, broke into
her home and killed her for
a few thousand pounds?
Do I blame the Revolution
for emboldening the thugs,
for creating a lax security
environment whereby even
one of the biggest streets
in Cairo is not safe at
dawn? Does it matter what
I feel? The facts remain:
I believe that the January
25th Revolution is the best

thing that happened to Egypt during
the past six decades and that as I
search in my mental memory for an
image of my mother’s to replace the
horror I saw, I choose one of hers on
a sunny January day as she sat down
on a pavement in a packed Tahrir
Square smoking a cigarette and
looking up at me as she chanted with
the crowds “Long live Egypt.”

powder keg, and as they don’t get
achieved, our ability to diffuse
it becomes null. This is not fearmongering. It’s simply reality. So
please don’t blame us when that
happens. Everything we have ever
done, and all that we are doing now
is ringing the alarm, hoping to wake
you up to help us resolve this before
it’s too late. We are pushing and
fighting for police accountability,
because we can’t live in a country
where the police can torture and kill
its people and walk away. There
is no pride in belonging to such a
country. And we don’t know what
to do, but the police are rogue,
the courts are a sham, the SCAF
is either unable or unwilling to
even remove the people that killed
January 25 protesters from their
positions of power, and the system
works for no one. We are stuck in
this vicious cycle, and in the end
something has got to give. They are
counting on you hating us, on you
reaching the inevitable conclusion
that maybe, just maybe, we deserve
what’s coming to us. And maybe

this is why we stopped talking to
each other. We have taken different
paths now, and we don’t even
insist on bringing each other along
anymore.
One day this will all be over, and
this whole drama will be nothing but
a distant memory of a time when
the whole world was on fire, and
the future seemed no longer as a
promise, but a threat. Hopefully we
will both be there, in a country that
has finally healed, and has a future.
And we will get there, not because
the revolutionaries are right or smart,
but because of one inescapable
historical truth, that has been proven
time and time again over the past
2000 years: You cannot oppress your
people for long, for they are always
too many for you to control forever.
Eventually that coin flips. You can
count on it.

Engi Haddad, a strategy
and communications consultant,
co-founded
Shayfeen.com,
the
Afro-Egyptian
Human
Rights
Organization,
and
Egyptians
Against Corruption.
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this to stay peaceful, but you are
always victim to organized attacks
there by “thugs”. Always. And
as time goes by, you find yourself
getting accustomed to street battles,
while your peaceful protests get
you nowhere, so you start thinking
that maybe, just maybe, peaceful
protesting is no longer working.
So you get dragged into one more
violent confrontation after the other,
while the media screams, “See,
look, they are thugs. They can’t be
trusted”, and some believe them
while the others just watch in dismay
as the illusion of the “peaceful
revolution” starts dismantling
before their eyes. All the while, the
revolutionaries lose public support,
are filled with fatigue, hysteria and
in-fighting, like the protagonists of
some psychotic Greek tragedy, they
are continuing in their journey, as
their compatriots keep falling left
and right, only half understanding
that the security apparatus is simply
drawing out the battle to weaken
them over time, so that when the
time comes, they have their absolute

victory, kill the revolution and we
are back to business as usual.
If only it was that simple…
Here’s the rub: this is not
about the protesters. If we all die,
or get sent to jail, it won’t make
an iota of difference, because, in
reality, we are not the problem.
The problem will continue existing
regardless of us because people
will no longer take mistreatment
or abuse from the police or the
army. The problem will continue
existing because even the poorest
most uneducated Egyptian gets that
something is wrong and needs to
be changed. And with the eventual
death of the concept of “peaceful
protesting” as a means to achieve
our demands, another type of not
so peaceful protesting will become
more popular. It’s only, as always,
a matter of time.
I have said it a million times:
This revolution happened to prevent
another revolution, one that will be
much more violent and one that we
all see coming. All of our demands
were geared towards diffusing that

Mahmoud Salem is an author,
blogger, and activist. His blog can
be found at sandmonkey.org and @
sandmonkey on Twitter.
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President’s step-down, the revolutionaries in much more quickly than anyone had
the ‘Tahrirs of Egypt’ had every reason for anticipated. Six weeks after Mubarak’s stepjubilation and pride.
down the ruling military council called for a
Three months later, however, the social referendum on constitutional amendments
forces which spearheaded the revolution the approval of which would eventually lead
found themselves challenged by the pressing to parliamentary elections and the writing of
need for shifting modes from ‘revolution’ to a new constitution under supervision of the
‘politics’. The army, which took over power elected legislative.
as the Egyptian state itself seemed to be facing
The
Brotherhood
supported
the
the prospect of gradual
amendments,
probably
disintegration in the last
calculating
that
early
In short, Egypt’s
days of Mubarak, is by
parliamentary
elections
Revolutionaries need to
definition much less radical
will be in their favour. It
turn into Politicians
in inflicting changes and
was the sole organized
chasing the remnants of the
political force capable of
old oligarchy. The revolutionaries’ political drawing on decades of grass roots work to
leverage was becoming less by the day as their secure the passing of the amendments. To
capability of mobilizing crowds in support of that same end, and perhaps much earlier than
more complex objectives – as opposed to the most of us had expected, the Brotherhood
clear goal of removing Mubarak - naturally shamelessly deployed its heavy weaponry
decreased. They found themselves not only into the political battlefield. A populist
facing the army’s traditional preference for campaign based on misleading religious
stability over change, but also the negative propaganda orchestrated by the Brotherhood
effect of the differences and discrepancies and other Salafi groups managed to mobilize
within their own ranks. These differences had enough support for the amendments. The
been hidden behind their agreement on the tactics of the Brotherhood were ironically in
priority of Mubarak’s removal. Moreover, line with the official media, still manipulated
decades of suppression and state security by the military, which openly advocated a yes
meddling seem to have taken their toll on vote based on ‘stability’ discourses typically
the ability of existing politicised groups popular in middle class ranks. Youth-led
to connect with wider social audiences, groups who orchestrated the uprising against
especially outside of Cairo and away from Mubarak and stunned the world with their
cyberspace where the revolutionary youth civility in ‘Camp Tahrir’ drastically failed
undoubtedly reign supreme.
in their first post-Mubarak political test.
On the other hand, the Muslim Along with other progressive forces of the
Brotherhood broke away from the wide revolution they clearly advocated the refusal
spectrum of forces which led the revolution of the amendments and the writing of a new
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Finally and most importantly, we owe a huge “thank you” to all the authors, volunteers,
and supporters who gave so generously of their time and who from the beginning showed
an incredible amount of faith in us and in our vision for Midan Masr. Without them we
never would have been able to produce and publish the paper. “THANK YOU!!!”
We hope that Midan Masr becomes your paper, as ultimately, it is a reflection of your
voices, your opinions, your thoughts, and OUR Egypt
The Midan Masr Team: Ahmed Maher, Engi Ghaleb Kouchouk, Hala Youssef,
Mahmoud Abdel-Latif Ibrahim, Mai Eldib, Manar Mohsen, Mohamed Abdel Salam,
Mohammed Shazly, Moguib Roshdy, Mustafa Hashish, Nada El- Shazly, Naila Farouky,
Nancy Abdel Messeih, Omar Abdel Wahab, Samir Mohamed, Tarek Shoeb
Once again, we welcome your comments and submission of articles (in Arabic or
English), photographs, illustrations, and Mesh Fahims? to info@ midanmasr.com and we
hope that you enjoy this and all forthcoming issues of Midan Masr.

constitution altogether through an elected
constitutional assembly.
The lesson from Egypt’s first post Mubarak
political battle is clear: the rules of democracy
are different than those of revolution! In order
to be able to implement a progressive sociopolitical agenda, the milieu of players widely
referred to as ‘the revolutionary forces’ need
to organize politically, and they need to do so
quickly. Democracy’s rule of thumb is simple:
in order to get a seat at the decision making
table, you need to be able to win elections. To
do so, you need a political infrastructure, you
need to organize around building real popular
constituencies, and most importantly you need
a lot of money to do all of the above.
Representatives of the wide spectrum of
progressive social forces which spearheaded the
revolution need to unite to form a broad based
coalition which should remain as long as it
takes to reach the point when a new progressive
constitution worthy of our revolution is in
place. Only then can these ideologically
diverse groups allow themselves the luxury of
political difference and competition.
Now what are the chances this could
actually happen? Well, several difficult
obstacles lie ahead. But perhaps at the top of the
list, there is the challenge of organization. How
will this diverse cocktail of political groups
connect to their natural constituencies, while
most of their representatives and intellectuals
are still grappling with the dilemmas of
clustering, grouping and establishing formal
parties?

The diversity of the revolutionary forces
will turn into an enormous advantage, as
each group could focus on mobilizing its
constituency for this broad based progressive
coalition. Whereas the socialists and leftists
could play a leading role in mobilizing the
workers in different industrial centres, the
liberals and their groups could focus on
the traditionally urban based professional
middle class both in the greater Cairo area
and elsewhere including upper Egypt,
where contrary to the popular myth, not all
constituencies vote based on family and tribal
ties. Pragmatism is called for, and a unified
progressive coalition needs to reach out
to several parts of the country which have
remained marginalized under Mubarak, such
as the Sinai and the Red Sea governorates,
which had a remarkably high percentage of a
‘no’ vote in the last referendum.
In short, Egypt’s revolutionaries need to
turn into politicians. They need to focus in
order to ensure that a progressive alliance
secures a considerable portion of the People’s
Assembly. Only then a constitution worthy
of our future will be within reach and the
prophecy of the revolution, ‘the people want
the removal of the regime,’ can be fulfilled.
Editor’s Note: This article was written
before the parliamentary elections were held
Khaled Shaalan is a PhD candidate at
the School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London.

Cartoon Caption Contest
Every issue we will publish one cartoon that doesn’t have a caption. We invite
readers to submit their suggestions for the cartoon’s caption in Arabic or English to
captions@midanmasr.com We will print the winning caption, along with the best two
additional captions, with the names of the authors, in the following issue. Creativity
and good humour will be the primary selection criteria.
Awaiting your caption suggestions for the cartoon on the left - Good Luck!!

